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FIRE ALARM
SYSTEM CHANGED
Gravity System Discontinued
— New System Now In
Working Order
77"

.

When the Fire Alarm system was
established in Houlton In Aug
first established m Houuon, i
g.
1»«4. the general arrangement was
the eame as that in use in a llo t the
r

r

pn

t

RELICS OF THE WAR
TO BE SEEN IN HOULTON

parts of airplane* |of health, and is recovering rapid,,-] Their coming had no. hcen heralded.

everv line of manufacture and espec- and other materials of warfare on land , from a wound in the leg,having been
tally in the electrical world, that o f 'and- - a and in the air, including cap-1 struck by a machine gun bullet which
the Gamewell Fire Alarm has kept tured war material. Among the latter passed through his leg just above thc
nace -with modern improvements.
iare finishing clubs taken from the , knee, and which fortunately did not
,e„
,„ ,c
, he B u d - 1Austrians who used them to "finish'] strike the bone, hut did injure the

hut trom the moment they set foot on
shore they were recognized and honized.
- I hey were even more picturesque
than the "Blue Devils," who assisted
|in the :trd Liberty Loan, for among

get committee which was appointed ' the allied wounded who came within, nerve in the leg.
by the Chamber ol Commerce came ' their reach.
('apt. Findlay who was in command ( them were men ot many races and
together to consider the needs of the i Uniforms, official photographs and of Co. C Wild Inf. was promoted to the climes, all equally devoted to the flag
town, the feasablllty of changing over , »»<=■. other things as cannot well he ex- ] position soon after Co. L left Houlton , they serve. On the sleeves ol every
the Fire Alarm system was considered.! Posed to the weather will be exhibited ,a, whic h time he was First Ueut. of man were wound service stripes, mule
and It was decided that for the inter- !*■ the box ear.
phis company and since taking com-, evidence of how they had won the

The approach of the train to its'manri of the new

company

he

has medals that gleamed on their tunics

ests of property owners in Houlton
stopping place is to he announced by! brought it to a high state of efficiency! The Legionaries were embarking on
that the change was desirable, at the
the ringing of bells and the blowing of mu’ ing it second to none in the en -w h a t to them was a great adventure,
price quoted, and this amount was in
whistles followed by the firing of j tiro
regiment. The firsttime
his and they were frankly glad New York
cluded In the appropriation under
bombs or trench mortars.
j company went over the top which is , was glad to see them. From the upper
"F ire Department.”
The train will be welcomed by local always an event in asoldiers life, he |decks of the big busses that had been
In accordance with the vote at town
committees and the exercises will be ' lost
26 men.
I provided to take them for a short
meeting, the selectmen in conjunction
opened with prayer.
j It was during the second battle o f . sight-seeing trip they waved and
with Supt. McIntyre of the Electric
There will be speeches, of course, the Marne that Capt. Findlay received smiled and bowed their thanks to the
Light Co., went ahead with the mat
demonstrations of equipment by vet-! his wound and in the charge over the throngs that quickly gathered to prove
ter and the Gamewell Fire Alarm Co.
eran soldiers and brief talks by them top his company suffered severely in to them that all the city loves a hero.
sent H. L. Humphrey, an experienced
Houlton
'and
h
e
w
ith
the
!
employee to
..x ......
|to tqll of their personal experiences on casualties, Mr. Findlay laying on the ; As they passed the statue of WashOpportunity will be ' field in a shell hole 6 hours before hc.ington at the sub-treasury every man
assistance of the Electric Light Co's i1tbe battlefields
foreman Alex Cumming has instab ' Riven to those who wish to buy bonds was removed to a dressing station.
'‘ saluted, and they were* saluted in turn
led the new system, which consists of .'and after the train lias left the local.
On A uk , 21. In- was detailed Home i>y an lion,,,- guard of America,, sola modern switchboard controlling all ] committees will see to it that those cm sick leave and has I...... in a lease die, s. At Liberty loan headquarters
of the wires on the circuit as well as ' who wish to subscribe more may do hospital in Rahway. N. J. since land-j they held an impromptu reception.

the repeating box which has been in- ao.

13, 1860
To

December 27, 1916

TO HELP IN
COVER UP EACH
LOCAL
HELP
CAPT. FINDLAY
LIBERTY LOAN DRIVE
COUGH AND SNEEZE
BACK FROM FRANCE
FORBELGIANS

Severely Wounded July 2 0 Home on Sick Leave

bombs, s h e ll,

April

TIMES

No. 39

Wearing on their breasts all the
Houlton is to receive a visit from
decorations for valor which grateful
the Fourth Liberty Loan War Relief
France bestows upon her heroes, sev
Train No. 1 which will come to Maine
en officers and 79 men of the Foreign
during the coming three weeks’ drive,
Legion
arrived in New York to cam
which opens Sept. 28. It will arrive
paign
for
the Liberty loan.
here on Thusday October 10.
They took New York by storm. So
The purpose of the trains is to place
warm was their welcome, in fact, that
these loyal citizens of the remoter dis
Houlton
friends
were
surprised
and
.
the bronzed veterans of Morocco, the
tricts in more direct touch with the
battle line to which so many of them gratified to learn that ( ’apt. R . G . j Marne and all the fields of France
„pnt cnns husbands brothers, and to Findlay who was reported severely j were not only amazed, hut embarrassent sonb- nusoarms, uiuium
,
,1
,
aid in the campaign tor th.» Figluing wounded on July 20,
had anm-d m
i ibertv Loan which begins home on a four weeks leave of ah1here was nothing formal about the
„ 7 and , uses o ! 10.
isem-c.
(greeting given the soldiers of one of
j
,,, , mountedwith] rapt, Findlay is
looking the picture .the world's famous fighting forces.

W

AROOSTOOK

,ing in

this country,

he

arrived

ini

The contingent

is commanded

by

stalled in the central office, and which
Although the idea for these trains Houlton Saturday evening on a four |( ’apt. Maurice C’hastenet de Gary, who
also controls the charging’of the hat- originated in New England last win- ; weeks leave, which it is unneccessary lost a leg in the Champagne sector in
terles which Is done with an electric Iter an(1 trains similar to these were to say is a most welcome detail.
j 1015. but insisted on returning to acmotor the same as the lighting sys- j sent through the South and West in! in asking ( ’apt. Findlay about the j five service. So they assigned him to
tem of a modern automobile.
* j the spring, none were sent to this part Houlton contingent, he said that or- j the staff of Gen. Nivelle. with the rank
Advantage of Present System
of the country owing to the congestion Vassionly he met some of them, but of captain, and gave* him the rroix de
The advantage of this new system 'o f railroad traffic here.
Wherever as a unit he had not seen Co. L since* guerre to add to his already extensive
In Addition to the Improvement in the I the trains did go they met with en- \going over, ( ’ol. Hume he had seen |collection of medals won by valor.
niyone thuntanm.
Farmer,
brought
their frequent. y, as well as having ,lino„

People Are In Great Need
Of Warm Gothing

WASHINGTON.
Sept. 22— "Cover
up e*ach cough and sneeze.
“If you don’t you'll spread disease.”
This advi«e is given by Surgeon Geneial Rupert Blue as the best slogan
for everybody while influenza is rag
ing.

He* asked laboratories throughout
Houlton will do its part in the the country Friday to aid in determin
week's drive for clothing to be ship ing the* exact nature* of the* micro-or
ped to Belgium which began Monday. ganism causing Spanish influenza.
It is a drive in which every family,
It was well known, he says, that
probably, in the town can participate, the epidemic and influenza which
the Nickerson store on Main street swept a large part of Europe and the
next to Hamilton & Grant's, is open United States in 1892 was an infe< lion
to receive all packages this week.
caused by a very minute* bacterium
The great need of warm clothing in usually spoken of a “ Pfieffer's bacil
war stricken Europe for the months lus.”
to come cannot be too often emphas
It is important to know he says,
ized. It is certainly an assured fact
whether the present outbreak is due
that no one having warm clothing
to the same kind of germ.
which, packed away, is doing no good
State* health officers were instructed
except
for the possible feeding of
moths will allow it to remain in that t0 send
reports by telegraph
condition, when women and children ol tbe^spiead of influenza and in the
of Europe*, those who have given not nH'‘in^ me to s*art educational camtheir bit alone but their all in properspee ial emphasis en the
ty. in clothing, food and lives of loved (‘stabliwhfl<I precautions of war ing off
ones are* needing the*se same* articles the disease. Plenty of fresh air and
of clothing which fill the* store rooms, proper diet is advised.
half forgotten, in the home* of the* aver
Thos. Y. Doherty left last week for
age* American family.
We can take our part merely by Washington. 1). C. and is expected
giving worn or outgrown clothing home* this we*e*k.
The W. ( ’. T. U. meeting which was
of little* or no use he*ro hut desperate
ly needed hv the destitute ten mil postponed last we*ek will be held
lions. The stocks of clothing and raw Thursday with Mrs. <’. E. Dunn.
material are long since exhausted.
Robf. Lovely of Lincoln, spent a
There are no imports othe*r than f<*w days at his old home in New
those the* Commission of Relief in Bel- 'Limerick last wee*k, coming out to
gium has been permitted to make and Houlton to pay his respects to his
these have* neve*r been sufficiemt. many friends here?.
America can give* it, can give* without ! jj R Dibhlee received a car load
sacrifice* and without expenditure. 0f t]le popular Oldsmobile cars one
with little* trouble.
clay last week direct from the factory

The K in d of G a rm e n ts Needed
at Lansing Mich, with a promise of
Every kind of garment, for all ages another load shortly.
and beith se*xe*s, is urgently needed.
Tin* repair outfit of the B. i- A R
In addition, piece goods -light, warm. R . Which has been ]o(.ated here since
canton flannel and other kinds of the disastrous fire at Oakfield which
cloth from which to make garments destroyed the* round house, etc. about
for newborn babies, ticking, sheeting. ' two Vf.ars a#?t)< was (Uscontjnued Sun_
and blankets, woolen goods of any ,lay and
moved to Oakfield to the
kind and shoes of every size are building recentlv built for this purfamilies 15 and 20 miles to see the with him, and had also talked with
Master “ Jim" Hiley of Presque Isle*
living at a distance or not, from a Fire
asked for.
Srrap leather is needed J)Gs«, This will necessitate the re
Alarm box, may call central on the ! train and in the mountainous sections the* Uedonel’s Dispatch bearer. Mau-jsoa of Mr and .M -s. J. A. Riley,
spent
guc-st
()t
1
for
repairing
footwear.
moval of number of workmen from
phone, and central can ring any box |People journeyed on foot many miles jrice Buzzell, another Houlton boy
Uhe w.*.*k end in town, Ihe*
Since
the
clothes
will be subjected this town,
visit('apt.
Findlay
says
(
’ol.
Hume's
103,d
j
John
A.
Law
of
Boston
who
is
on the circuit. In this way, time can , to see the story of the war as told by
to the hardest kind of wear, only gar-,
regiment is “ some*'' regiment, and they j big heie.
be saved In ringing in an alarm, which jthe great relies exhibition.
Intents made of strong and durable
have up to July seen plenty of fight- j
In many cases is most valuable. The!
« . . . 7T.7777 TTTTTv.mtrrtr.
materials should be sent. It is useing
never losing a man as prisoner
town will
divided off into districts J
iless to offer any afflicted population
a,„i hauKins o„ to every hi. nr
1
"During the years within which we
does not know the ,
garments of flimsy materials or gaudy
cpit <* the* terrifi.
Ii\e. life will never be again as lei
number of the nearest box (as they I 0()v
Wi.<lm,srttiv tory raptured
The Stitt
Board of Charities and ! coloring. Make tin* gifts practical.
'■ounter attacks.
!
surely and care-free as it has been,"
ahould) the operator will be able to ] norolnat(,(l Lu<,,.,. a
)h .asv of liar
( -i t a * )i i s exte nd to till prospect
Garments need not be in perfect
i
Since going over in Oct. 11*17. ( ’ apt !
tell from the distance the number ° t j Harl)(lr aH ass0,.iatl, justice of the
i .. ... mi>,*i -, of 1 it,. ] .’ i.-laPn',' ?b" condition. A hunhieu thousand desti said President Hopkins at the open
i Findlav has visited many cities in ;
the box.
t itr at v <<m: missi(.!icr;~. o v ' e r s c e r s of tute women in tin* occupied regions ing of Dartmouth College. ' Time will
Supreme Judicial court to fill the
France and England and has seen
This system is placed In the basetie* poor and int'-rested citizens a are eager to earn a small livelihood be the essence in the contribtion
'many unforgettable sights. In* says j
ment of the Engine House in the same , Assol.iat„ Jllsti(.,, (J,,org,. E. nir,i „r
tordial invitation to attend one or by repairing gift clothing and making which we shall make to tin* world’s
the country is a beautiful one behind ;
room as the Gravity system was. anti Portlan(]
Herbert W. Trafton of
jiiotv of a .-cries of '-(inferences to be iu*w garments adapted to needs with rehabilitation.
■
thta improvement is in keeping w ith '
ft Fair|1( |(I as a
of , h(. the lint's, but that part which has j held throughout tin* state for tie
"For tin* present generation's day,
which they are familiar.
.been fought over, is one vast pile of j
at
least, the youthful lcisur * of the
the general up-to-dateness with which I Puljl|(. m m u„s ,.omlllis8ion to till the
purpo- ■ of discussing and determin
ruins, shell shot, and torn beyond re-j
Do Not Send
I past is already spent against tin? dethe affairs of the Town of Houlton are ■v a ( .a n ( .y r a , 1 8 „ „
th c
a , . a t h o f H,,n.
ing the j,revisions of a bill to lit* re
.cognition.
j
Garments of flimsy material or,'mauds of right's necessitv.
conducted.
, John E. Bunk -r of liar Harbor.
commended to the next legislature.
After a brief visit at home he will
! gaudy coloring, ball dresse
high
This change will not require any ad
"Tin* great necessity of the immedi
Lucre
B. Deasy was formerly
In ,v,„a i„ until i I'f<e S.linK for ,
V
dhtl ir, a l „ „ i heeled slippers, etc.
ditional help, as it works automatical president of the senate; was born in return to the hospita
ate period is adjustment." he continu
tinallv (tisi'harqt'il amt It,,-,,
a tn T ' 11* s
O b '" C a
!a dill. Slow
ly and is easily controlled.
Stiff hats either men's or women's ed. “ All things which are done must
j Gouldsboro, Feb. S, 1.859, the son of
be oidered over sea.*- again to take 11 1 , *ll‘ 1’ nl''s an<i places of the se\- st ra w. dress or derby.
he such as act directly to empower
(Daniel and Emma (Moore) Deasy.
ral conferences in this vicinity.
E. G. Bryson has done some exten
part in tin* grand am final downfall
civilization
to demonstrat its ability
He was educated at the Eastern
at
{
Anything
containing
rubber,
rainj Wednesday.
September 25 th,
sive repairs on his mill property and
, of the Huns.
to protect itself.
j coats, rubber boots, etc.
State Normal school at Castine and
(the court house, Houlton.
other buildings during the summer
During the conversation Capt. Find
“ At a time when self-sacrifice is .so
j studied law in the office of ex-Chief
I Thursday, September 26th. at the i Note: Rubber heels can easily be
which adds greatly to the appearance
lay spoke in highest terms of tin*
.general
that even it has ceased to be
i Justice Luc’ Mius A. Emery at EJlsDown hall, Presque Isle.
j removed from shoes.
work of Red Cross, the Y. M C. A. the
of the yard.
(distinctive.
I would put no emphasis
1worth and was admitted to the Han
; Thursday, October 10th, 7.2b p. m. ! Books, toys, soap, toilet articles.
Mrs. P. C. Newbegin left Friday for
K. of C. and the Salvation Army.
Ttpon
the
sacrifice
that the college
cock county bar in 1884.
He was j
;at the town hall, Danforth.
Boston
accompanied by her two
Capt. Findlay previous to entering I
Notes or communications of any, makes except for the purpose of emThis meeting will be of importance
married Dee. 25, 1885, to Miss Emma
the U. S. Service was an employee of
daughter, Ellen and Mildred
Mildred
sort or description must positively not phasizing the unusualness of what it
M. Clark of Gouldsboro.
He has
to
the members of the Houlton
will remain there, entering Laselle
the TIMES Pub. Co. for a number of
sent.
now does and the insistence of tbe
been a member of the firm of Deasy
Woman's Club, being in connection
Seminary.
j
years.
---------’ determination of the college to get
_______________
& Lynam at Bar Harbor since 1905,
_
with the Social and Industrial Depart
i back to its fundamental purposes at
ment of the Federated (Tubs of the
An effort has been made to locate (the time when earliest it rightfully
FAREW ELL
State.
j every thresher in the county and re can.
D. LUTHER AT DREAM
j the Maine Bar Association, Knights
port blanks have been mailed to each , ” 1 wish to emphasize especially the
'o f Pythias and Masonic bodies.
Mr.
After much considering by the INFLUENZA AT TRAINING
THEATRE
one.
j changed attitude of the present-day
Thursday.
8ept. 26— Designated j. Deasy has been for many years one s obool Committee as to the feasabiliThese
reports
are
required
by
law,
Towards the value of time. It can, I
H lfs HOULTON HARD
Dal Luther Day
!°* *be lea(MnS practicing lawyers nf ty of opening the schools next MonTit,qpWcmlf
which
is
spr.-a.ling
j
fur
aU
<fain
threshed,
whether
h
y
j
,
j
think, be summed up in one phrase
eastern Maine
day, it was finally decided, that owing
The management of the Dream
home threshing machine or a public [ heard again and again in Washington
The appointment of Mr. Deasy
jbe need uf tin* boys and girls in through tin* training camps of both
Theatre are making plans for Thurs
in the discussion of great projects to
Wednesday makes the seventh which harvesting, the opening would be on soldiers and sailors has hit hard t h e ,m^
. c
t
J
... ,UJ
day, Sept. 26, which is to he desig
hovs
front
this
section
and
already
4'
Any
one
in
M
,
Aroostook
(south
ot.b
o undertake,,, and appear,,,g ,n nearGov. Milliken has made in his two Monday, Oct. 14
nated J. Dal Luther day, when Mr.
o
f'o
u
r
hovs
have
succumb*,!
to
the
,
I’
fesqtte
Isle
and
Kaston)
who
has
not
ly
every contract that has been drawn
years of office to the highest tribunal | Last year the opening was postponLuther will make his farewell appear
since the war began, namely, Time is
received
a
report
for
wheat
threshed
in the state, others being those of ed for
same reason, and a number disease while others are seriously ill, 1
ance before a Houlton audience, hav■should obtain one by writing to J. H. the essence.’
.
,
,
,
x
*
. Chief Justice Leslie C. Cornish of
cehobu^ flifi not
tn work and a few have recovered.
ing received his orders to report at
^
0 1
tne s>(*noiais (11(1 not b ° to woih.
"For instant'*, we of the United
Philbriek. County Agent. Houlton.
m
1
,
m
Augusta; Albert M. Spear of Gardiyear it is the patriotic dutv of
Those who have died at Camp Devonce for over seas work for the Y. M. I
,
_ _
. _
T v. I in,h * u
11 pai,,(,n
lulStates shrink from speculation upon
Maine.
C. A. as entertainer for the boys j " erii:_ Ch®fle® J' 1
Dunn ° f 0rono: John every scholar to get busy and help in ens are. Fred D. Deasy. Maurice
The reports for wheat threshed are what would have been the result if it
"over there.”
! _ ' ^ orr^
^ uburnI Scott Wilson of harvesting the crops.
Don’t be a O’Donnell, and Fred A. Phillips of this
due at the end of each month, and a had been impossible for us to place a
.uther’s engagement at the |C a l a i s ^ ? ^
° e° rge M' Hanson of , slacker, if you are not old enough to town. Roy Howland of Hammond PI. report for all other grains at the end sufficient number of troops, trained,
enlist to fight, you can enlist to work Geo. B. Codrev of this town is report
eatre has been a most sucD re a r
of the season. Where farmers will re and equipped, at the needful points
For
the
third
time
Gov.
Milliken
has'and
help in the war to conserve food ed seriously ill in a telegram received
cessful one and large audiences have
port only for their own wheat or oth until a few weeks later than when
heard with pleasure his rich baritone not seen fit to appoint a judge in by getting all the crop available. The hy his mother Monday, Larry Carroll er grain, it is requested that they th**v were so placed.
Time was the
Enlist for two is recovering from an attack.
voice in popular songs an In recita Aroostook County, although it Is un- Jfarmers need you.
make a note on their report to this af- flififerenticTl between victory and dederstood that at the last meeting of weeks and do your part.
tions.
feet, otherwise a report for eqch feat. Examples to the same effect
---------------------Miss Doris Cochrane left by auto month will be sent them during the within the knowledge of all of us
On Thursday, Sept. 26— every pat the council six of the seven councilors !
Mrs. Angus McLeod of Regina. last week to resume her duties at
ron of the theatre will be presented were ln *avor of Chas. P. Barnes, and
might he multiplied almost without
fall.
with an autographed photograph of it would seem as though the business Sask. and Mrs. Everett Parker of Der Smith College, accompanied hy Miss
The reports for all other grains are number.
Mr. Luther and It is hoped that on of Aroostook was such as to have one by, N. B. are visiting their sister, Mrs. Sarah Mulherrin who will visit in available and will be mailed to all
“ A new statecraft is to be devised,
this day that the many friends of this Justice a resident of Aroostook, es M. P. Daley and other relatives in Boston, and Miss Annie Peabody of threshers on the list within a few a new industrial code is to be set up,
Portland, who has been visiting rela days.
popular vocalist w ill rally to the call pecially since the death of Judge town.
social relations are to be radically re
Madigan.
The many Houlton friends of Mrs. tives in town.
and give him
fitting farewell.
vised: and for the people who would
Geo. Eahr, who was Miss Alice Pear
contribute most helpfully herein, time
Public Utilities Commission
Mr. and Mrs. Emerald J. Barker
will be the essence.
Herbert W. Trafton who was ap son of Pittsburg, Pa., will he inter and infant daughter, returned Satur
MACCABEES WORKER
“ If we are to carry this thought one
pointed last week as a member of the ested to learn of the arrival of a son, day from Presque Isle, where they
John P. McCullough of Orono, Dis
step
further and make it concrete and
Public Utilities Commission was born last week.
The
Campbell
bakery
business,
so
spent the pa!st two vveeks, guests of
trict Deputy of the Maccabees, is in
The following Maine hoys reported
direct, application must be made to
in Fort Fairfield 53 years ago and
Mrs.
Barker’s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
successfully
conducted
during
the
past
town where he locates for the Fall
graduated from Colby college in 1886. missing in action in France a few Chas. W. Wilkins and other relatives four years by C. W. Davenport, Jr., the individual. Many a man of out
and W inter to assume charge of the
He was a member of the house of weeks ago have returned to duty, and friends.
was sold last week to Eugene Garce- standing ability loses the opportunity
Macabees in this county. The order
representatives in 1911 and in 1915 Amos T. White, of this town and
lon and J. A. Cameron, both of whom of realizing its possibilities and comes
Is unusually strong in this county, and
The annual meeting of the Grand
was speaker of the house of repre Joseph Bouchard of Caribou.
an* practical bakers, the change tak to middle age without the satisfaction
Mr. McCullough figures on doubling
Lodge
of Maine I. O. O. F. will be
The
remains
of
Roy
Howland
of
sentatives. Although the law does
of accomplishment because he has
ing
effect Monday, Sept. 23.
the membership all ever the county
The
not require that the governor appoint Hammond PI... who died at Camp Dev- held in Portland, Me. Oct. 16.
never acquired conviction concerning
Both
these
young
men
have
had
before January 1st.
And many
a Democrat as a member of the ■ens, last week, arrived in town Mon-j delegates from Rockabema Lodge No. long experience in the business and the importance of time.
Mr. McCullough is well known in Public Utilities commission yet Gov. day, escorted by a soldier detailed j 78 I. O. O. F. of this town are G. B.
are well and favorably known in their another man of moderate accomplish
Houlton, and hopes to meet many of William
T. Haines appointed one from Camp, and was taken at once to j Hunter and Parker M, Ward, with E. home town and we feel sure that their ment could have been a leader among
his old friends, at the Snell House, when the commission was created his mothers home for burial.
A. Carter as alternate.
new* business venture must prove suc the influential men of his period, if
where he will make his headquarters. and Gov. Milliken appointed a suc
earlier he had begun to utilize the
cessful.
time that was his.
cessor to Mr. Mullen in the person of
M r8. Henry Jordan, who was oper Mr. Bunker. Mr. Trafton has always
Miss Lucy Grant, pianist at the
“ During the years within which we
ated upon at the Madigan Hospital been a Democrat; is a member of the
Dream Theatre, enjoyed a short vaca live, life will never be again as leisure
recently, is Improving slowly, which Aroostook county bar and is engaged
" F ig h t in g F o u r th " L ib e r ty L o a n b e g in s
tion last week, during which time ly and care free as it has been. The
will be -pleasing news to her many in various business enterprises.
Mrs. Davenport and Miss Hogan sub magnitude and importance of the prob
IHends.
lems of reconstruction of the world’s
stituted for her.
In this apointment Gov. Milliken
The ladies Circle of the Cong’l evidently believes that there are
Miss Bertha Trefrey who has been torn mental and material fabric are
Church* will meet this Wednesday P. some able Democrats in Aroostook.
spending a month’s vacation at her too great for genial toleration in the
★ G e t r e a d y ; s a v e to b u y ; b u y e a r l y ★
M. tn the church parlor. A full at
home here, left Saturday to resume future, as in the past, of the mental
tendance to desired, in order to plan
Harold L. Cates left Saturday on a
her work at the Maine General Hos shirk or the spendthrift of time, and
their work tor the coming year.
short business trip to Bangor.
there will be no such toleration.”
pital In Portland.

be
so that if the party

APPEARANCE OF J >

GOV. MILLIKEN APPOINTS
TO FILL VACANCIES

“

SEES END OF OUR
LIFE OF LEISURE

! CHARITIES AND
tc-rt- CORRECTIONS CONFERENCES

REPORTS

i,JtZ OPENING OF
SCHOOLS POSTPONED

FROM THRESHERS

CAMP

a

CAMPBELL'S BAKERY
CHANGES HANDS

September

2 8th
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TO HELP IN
LIBERTY LOAN DRIVE

COVER UP EACH
LOCAL HELP
COUGH AND SNEEZE
FORBELGIANS

Wearing on their breasts all tin1
Houlton is to receive a visit from
WASHINGTON.
Sept. 2k —“ Cover
decorations
for valor which grateful
up each cough and sneeze.
the Fourth Liberty Loan War Relief
France bestows upon her heroes, sev
“ If you don't you'll spread disease.”
Train No. 1 which will come to Maine
en
officers and 79 men of tht1 Foreign
This advi«e is given by Surgeon Genduring the coming three weeks’ drive,
Legion arrived in New York to cam
eial Rupert Blue as the best slogan
which opens Sept. 28. It will arrive
paign
for the Liberty loan.
for everybody while influenza is rag
here on Thusday October lb.
They took New York by storm. So
ing.
The purpose of the trains is to place
I warm was their welcome, in fact, that
these loyal citizens of the remoter dis
Ifi‘ asked laboratories throughout
Houlton friends were surprised and the bronzed veterans of Morocco, the
Houlton will do its part in the the1 country 1- riday to aid in determin
tricts in more direct touch with tin'
battle line to which so many of them gratified to learn that ('apt. R. G. l; Marne and it 11 tin1 fields of France week's drive fin- clothing to he ship ing thi exact nature of tile micro-or
Findlay who was reported severely I were not only amazed, but embarras ped to Belgium whic h began Monday, ganism causing Spanish influenza
When the Fire Alarm system was sent sons, husbands, brothers, and to
wounded
on July 2b, had arrived i sed.
ilt is a drive in whic h every family,
It uas well known, he says, that
first established in Houlton, in Aug. aid in tht' campaign for the lighting
There was nothing formal .about tin1 probably, in the town can participate,
Fourth Liberty Loan which begins home on a four weeks leave of ab
the* c'picfi-mie and influenza which
1904, the general arrangement was
greeting
given
tlu
soldiers
of
one
of
sence.
the Nickerson store on Main street swept a large part of Europe and the
the same as that in use in all of the Sept. 28 and closes Oet. IT
("apt. Findlay is looking the pieture tht1 world's famous fighting forces next to Hamilton <V Grant's, is open
The fiat cars will be mounted with
1 nite'd States in IV*:; was an infoi tion
large cities; with the change and im
guns, bombs, shells, parts of airplanes of health, and is recovering rapidly Their tanning had not been heralded, to receive* all packages this week.
caused by a very minute* bacterium
provements that have taken place in
and other materials of warfare on land , from a wound in the leg, having been but from the moment they set foot on
The great need of warm clothing in usually spoken of a "Pfieffer's bacil
every line of manufacture, and espec
and sea and in the air. including cap- struck by a machine gun bullet which shore they were recognized and lion war stricken Europe for the months lus."
ially in the electrical world, that of
tured war material. Among the latter passed through his log just above the ized.
to come cannot be* too often emphas
the Gamewell Fire Alarm has kept
It is important to know he says,
They wert- even more picturesque ized. It is certainly an assured fact
taken from the knee, and which fortunately did not
are
finishing
clubs
pace with modern improvements
whether the present outbreak is due
than
tin*
“
Blue
Devils,"
who
assisted
1
he
but
did
injure
strike
the
bone,
them
to
“
finish”
that no one having warm clothing
In the winter of 1918, when the Bud Austrians who used
in tht.1 dial Liberty Loan, for among which, packed away, is doing no good to the same kind of germ.
get committee which was ap p o in ted the allied wounded who came within nerve in the leg.
State* health officers were instructed
Capi. Findlay who was in command them were men of many races and except
for the possible feeding of
by the Chamber of Commerce came their reach.
of
Co. C 10::<i Inf. was promoted to the (dimes, all equally devoted to the flag moths will allow it to remain in that to send prompt reports by telegraph
together to consider the needs of the I Uniforms, official photographs and
they serve. On tilt* sleeves of every condition, when women and children oi the spread of influenza and in the
town, the feasability of changing over ; ««ch other things as cannot well be ox- position soon after Co. L left Houlton
man were wound service stripes, mute of Europe, those who havo given not meantime to start educational cam
at
which
time
he
was
First
Lieut,
ot
the Fire Alarm system was considered, •f ° se(t to tht* weather will he exhibit d
this company and since taking com evidence of how they had won the their bit a!on>' but their all in proper paigns with special emphasis e i the
and It was decided that for the inter- *1 the box ear.
mand
of the new company he has medals that gleamed on their tur.ies ty. in clothing, food and lives of loved established precautions of war ing off
ests of property owners in Houlton 1 The approach of the train to its
Tin* Legionaries wert- embarking tin ones arc- needing these sane* article's flu* disease*. Plenty of fresh air and
announced
by
that the change was desirable, at the ;
place is «>
amioin.ced
l„.„„Khi it to a high state <>t olhVien, y
what to them was a great adventure, of clothing which till the mow rooms, proper diet is advised.
the
ringing
of
bells
and
the
blowing
of
making
it
second
to
none
in
tin'
enprice quoted, and this amount was in
whistles followed hv the firing of; tire regiment. The first time his and they were frankly glad New York half forgotten, in the home of the aver
cluded in the appropriation under
T I k / s . V. Doherty left. last week for
bombs or trench mortars.
company wont over the top which is was glad to see them. From the upper I age American family.
“ Fire Department."
Was
hi ngt on. I). C and is eNpcfird
(finks
of
the
I
tig
busses
that
had
been
The train will he welcomed by local always an event in a soldiers lift1. In*
We can tak<* our part merely by
In accordance with the vote at town
provided to take them for a short ' giving worn or outgrown clothing home this week.
lost 26 men.
committees
and
the
exercises
will
be
meeting, the selectmen in conjunction
It w;ts during tht1 second battle of sight seeing trip they waved and i of little or no use hero bur desperate
Tin- W. C T r
meting which was
with Supt. McIntyre of tht1 Electric opened with prayer.
n,M *-d bv lie
the Marne that Capt. Findlay received liuled and bowed their thanks to t h e j j v m
postponed
last
We k
There
will
he
speeches,
of
course,
will be held
destitute
ten
milLight Co., went ahead with the mat
his wound and in the charge over the throngs that quickly gathered to prove lions The stocks of clothing and raw Thursday with Mr- C. E. Dunn.
demonstrations
of
equipment
by
vet
ter and the Gamewell Fire Alarm Co.
ton his company suffered severely in to thorn that all the city loves a hero. material are long since exhausted.
Rolit. Lovely of Lincoln, spent a
sent H. L. Humphrey, an experienced eran soldiers and brief talks by them
As they passed the statue of Wash There are no imports (filler than
casualties, Mr. Findlay hiving on tht1
to
tell
of
their
personal
experiences
on
t ew days at his old home in N e w
employee to Houlton, and he with the
fit-id in it slit'll holt* 6 hours before lie iiigton at the sub-treasury every man those the Commission of Relief in B,T L i me r i c k last week, c omi ng out to
assistance of the Electric Light Co s the battlefields. Opportunity will he
saluted, and they were1 saluted in turn Iginm has been permitted to make and
Wits removed to a dressing station.
instalGtiven
to
those
who
wish
to
buy
bonds
Houl t on to pay his respects to his
foreman, Alex. Cumming, has
by
an honor guard of American sol I these have never been sufficient, many fri ends here
On
Aug.
21,
he
w;is
detailed
home
led the new system, which consists of and after the train has left the local
en s i c k leave and hits been in it base diers. At Liberty loan headquarters j America can give it, ran give without
a modern switchboard controlling all committees will set1 to it that those
H. G. Dibble,' received a car lead
do hospital in Rahway. X. ,1. since land they held an impromptu reception.
who
wish
to
subscribe
more
may
j sacrifice
and without expenditure, of the popular <)ldsmohilc cars one;
of the wires on the circuit, as well as
The contingent is commanded by j with little trouble.
ing in this country, he arrived in
the repeating box which has been in so.
day last week direct from the factory
Houlton Saturday evening on a four; Capt. Maurice Chastenet de Gary, who
Although
the
idea
for
these
trains
stalled In the central office, and which
I
The Kind of Garments Needed
fit Lansing Mich, with a promise of
weeks leave, which it is unneccessary lost a leg in the Champagne sector in;
also controls the charging of the bat originated in New England last win
j
Every kind of garment, for till ages another load shortly.
M915. hut insisted on returning to ;i< j
to
say is a most welcome detail.
and both sexes, p urgently needed.
teries, which is dont1 with an electric ter and trains similar to these were
Tile re;pair eoutfit of the' B. ( A R.
In asking Capt. Findlay about the live service. So they assigned him to j
motor, the same as the lighting sys sent through the South and West in
In addition, p i e c e goods light, warm, R. vhfi 'll has
been hicated here since
the spring, none were stmt to this part Houlton contingent, he said that oe- the staff of Gen. Nivelle. with the rank j canton flannel and other kinds of
tem of a modern automobile.
the
liisa
sf
rods
fife at Oakfiefii which
of the country owing to the congestion rassionly lie met some of them, but of captain, and gave him the eroix de cloth from which to make garments
Advantage of Present System
(lest
roy
the
ml
round
house, etc. about
guerre
to
add
to
his
already
extensive
Wherever as a unit he had not seen Co. I. since
The advantage of this new system of railroad traffic here.
for newborn babies, ticking, sheeting, two Ve;ar.-; ago
.
was
discontinued
Sun
lolh'i
tion
of
medals
won
hv
valor.
.going
over,
Col.
Hume
he
had
seen
In addition to the improvement in the flit1 trains did go they met with en
and blankets, woolen goods of any day and removed to Oakfiefii to the
frequently,
as
well
as
having
dined
thusiasm.
Farmers
brought
their
generating of power, is that anyone
Mast, r Jim" Riley f Presque Isle. kind and shoes of every size are Ini i Id ing recently lmilt for this purliving at a distance or not, from a Fire families 15 and 2b miles to see the with him. and bad also talked with
Sera]) leather is needed pos.This will necessitate* the* re
son of Mr and Mrs J A. Riley, spent asked for.
Alarm box, may call central on the train and in tht1 mountainous sections the Colonel's Dispatch hearer. Man
for
repairing
footwear.
t
i
l
e
g
l
l
e
Sl
o
f
moval
of number ,,f workmen from
the
week
■nd
in
tow
phone, and central can ring any box 'people journeyed on foot many miles rice Buz/.ell. another Houlton boy.
Since til" clothes will he subjected this town.
John
win
*
is
visitV
Law
Capt. Findlay says Col. Hume’s PC,d
on the circuit. In this way, time can to see the story of tht1 war its told by
t o the hanb.sf kind of wear, only garregiment is "some ' regiment and they ing in
be saved in ringing in an alarm, which the great relics exhibition.
men's mm f i . (fi
el durable
have up to July seen plenty of fight
In many cases is most valuable. The
m a t e r i a l s ;dumld h
sent. It is iim
ing never losing a man as prisoner
town will he divided off info districts
! l e s s To o f f ■r any I din ted pop’.;! 11;on
and
banging on to every bit of 11 rri
i nring Tile ;
so that if the party dot's not know the
■ vi i'hin vvlifi-h we
ga rinriit s ( fi' liitHsV mn teria s or gamiv
ti ll’y iU1pt Ul'eil despite l lie terri 11e
It'; . life w ill m■Vnr
number of the nearest box (as they
again a-. ]nj.
The
Rd' Board oi Charities and enlorin;
Mak" the gifts pra<fiieal.
Gov.
Milliken
last
Wednesday
should) the operator will bo able to nominated Luero B. Deasy of Bar counter attack■Iy and • ;•ia‘ f fi 11 a- it hr! in■•fii."
to
all pn •pe.f i
it) p e s f e . f i
C.ari.u
m
S in« '• la ij na oxer in <><■''. 19L < up1
;■aid; Bln..;, !■ t ' H<>I .it i.- a T t if' i •! "• t) tell from the distance the number of Harbor as associate justice* of tic
romiil fi
boi l ',('ad u»-s; i
Ki ndle > I nc
\ i.- i i >a 1 m a t y
• Co -- n,
ing of 1 i i mouth ( ’oil eg".
the box.
1'ime will
. Supyrmt' Judicial court to Jill the
Hire w<
'i Hu
•tipfi fi regiomecu
tin rhn
i-enn
This system is placed in the base vacancy caused by tin* retirement of France and England and ha :
the e. mt ril fi ion
it
are i ag
earn
mal! livelihood
v.'lti ■h v. , ■ -ha 11 m.a
ment of the Engine House in the same i Associate Juxti.i George E. Bird of m a n y un forget t a file s i g h t s , lie - a > »o Hi. ■ wo eld's
a
inn
a
hv
1
u'ft
el,filling
am !11a i\ 111 a
room as the Gravity system was, and .Portland, and Herbert W. Trafton of the c o u n t i y c a b e a u t i f u l o n e f i e h i ml
ibj] Ration.
m f,
i mien! minified t< fie is with
this improvement is in keeping with Fort Fairfield as a member of the the lines, hut I ha! p a r t w h i c h ha. |
"1■'or th" p-'e- -nt fil filet ■a t itill's (lay,
which Hmv
'" familiar.
h
e
e
l
)
f
oUfi
l
l
t
l
1
V
e
|1
,
i
Oil'
\
:
l
1
p
i
l
e
o
f
the general up-to-dateness with which '■Public I'tilities commission to fill the
at j a-t. ill[n Vi uitli: ' le■■ m tll'1
Do Not Sene
the affairs of the Town of Houlton are vacancy caused by the death of Hon. ruins, shell s h o t . a n d torn fie v n ml re- i
p,: - t ]'■- air, fief}' -pm ' t again.-' Hi" decognition.
<a' man da teria
(.at l e n t . of ;! im.se
conducted.
rin lit' - :i*•■es-it}
John E. Bunker of Bar Harbor.
I le
ia t fi !'•
A ft IM' a lift' f v i- it ;11 botnc ho will
I (He ei ng, ball dn
This change will not require any ad
high
fit Un
ga
ud}
■
"1
Hi"
gr,-;
it y of til" i!n:a• diLucre
B. Deasy was formerly
lififi !
heeler
el ' s, i fie.
ditional help, as it works automatical ; president of the senate; was born in nfi urn to til" bo -pit ;i I 111 1'i-ma in until
it" P"!i,"l i> ad jit-t. !:" lit." lie <on t in fifinally dmchar ged end tle fit exp". ■t - (n
ly and is easily controlled.
■d. "All t! ti ng - whiVh an • d, file nnii-t
Stif hat e i t h e r ni i -n - o r w o m e n
, Gouldsboro, Feb. 8, is.")!), the son of
tile ! ilfie-- and place- of the
be ord. ‘fee 1 o\'cf sens ;ia.ain to take
an ,■uch as am di fi a t ly to •empower
d
r
e
s
or
derby,
st
ra
w
CO111e fe 1)( a in tliii- vicinity.
'Daniel and Emma (Moore) Deasy
E. G. Bryson has done some exten
part in thC gr.and and !i:1:11 do \v■ufa 11
He was educated at the Eastern
An>fi liing contai ni ng rubber, rain- •i v i 1izai ion to d'■mnns f rat e it S all ilit v
ediiesday
\Y
September
25th. at
sive repairs on his mill property and
of the Hnns.
to protect it :• •If.
coat--,
rubb r hoots, etc
State Normal school at Castine and
the court horn e, Houlton
other buildings during the summer
During the eonv, rsation Cap!, lonel
“ At a time when self :fit vf Rice
sO
studied law in the office of ex-Chief
Thursday. S •pt i in her 26th. at flu
art easily b,
Note ; Rubb •r live
which adds greatly to the appearance
lay spoke in liigl iest Irrms of the
g'-m-ral
that ■ven it has ceased
be1
Justice Lueillius A. Emery at Ells
-que Isle.
town
hail.
Pro
re moved from shoes
work of Red Cross. the 5'. M C. A. the
of the yard.
distinctive. I would put no emiphasis
worth and was admitted to the Han
( Thursday, October loth, 7 .’fit p. rn.
Book- fovs. soap. toiler article's,
Mrs. P. O. Newbegin left Friday for
K. of C. and the Salvation Army.
upon the sacrifice that, tin* e o l l e g e
cock county bar in 1884.
He was
, at the town hall. Danforth.
Boston
accompanied by her two
Capt. Findlay previous to entering
Not' - or communications of any makes except for the* purpose* of em
married Dee. 25 1885, to Miss Emma
This meeting will fie of importance
daughter, Ellen and Mildred. Mildred
the C. S. Service was an employee' of
sort or ( vs, ription must positively not phasizing the unusualne'ss of what it
M. Clark of Gouldsboro.
He has
to
the members of the* Houlton
will remain there, entering Laselle
the TIMES Pub Co for a number of
be sent.
now does and the insistence of the
been a member of the firm of Deasy
Woman's Club, being in connection
Seminary.
years.
defierminaton of the college to get
& Lynam at Bar Harbor since 1905,
witlt the Social and Industrial Depart
back to its fundamental purposes at
is president of the Bar Harbor Trust
ment of the Feefi'rated Clubs of the
FAREW ELL APPEARANCE
J . & Banking Co., and is a member of
the
t i me when earliest it rightfully
j
An
effort
has
been
made
to
locate
State
c;m.
(■very
thresher
in
the
county
and
re
D. LUTHER AT DREAM
the Maine Bar Association, Knights !
"I wish to emphasize (‘specially the
. port blanks have been mailed to each
of Pythias and Masonic bodies.
Mr. ! After much considering by the
THEATRE
changed
attitude* of tin* present-day
;
on,'.
Deasy has been for many years one School Committee as to the feasahiliThursday,
Sept. 26— Designated J.
towards
the
value of time1. It tan, 1
|
These
reports
arc
rcepiired
by
law.
of the leading practicing lawyers of ty of opening the .schools ne*xt Mon
Dal Luther Day
think,
be
summed
up in one phrase
■for
all
grain
threshed,
whefiher
by
a
eastern Maine.
The epidemic which is spr<*ading
day. it was finally decided, that owing
The management of the Dream
heard again and again in Washington
borne
threshing
machine
or
a
public
The appointment of Mr. Deasy to the need of the hoys and girls in through tit'* training ramps of both
Theatre are making plans for Thursit) the discussion of gimat projects to
Wednesday makes the seventh which harvesting, the opening would he on soldiers and sailors has hit hard the one.
day, Sept. 26, which is to he desig
be undertaken, and appearing in near
Any
one
in
So.
Aroostook
(south
of
Gov. Milliken has made in his two Monday, Oet. 14
boys, from this section and already 4
nated J. Dal Luther day, when Mr.
ly every contract that has beam drawn
years of office to the highest tribunal , Last year the opening was post pou of our boys have succumbed to the Pre'septe Isle and Easton i who has not
Luther will make his farewell appear
since the* war began, namely, Time is
'received
a
import
for
wheat
threshed
in the state, others being those of t'd for the same reason, and a number disease* while others are seriously ill.
ance before a Houlton audience, hav
should obtain one bv writing to J. H. tile* e'ssenee.'
Chief Justice Leslie C. Cornish of of the scholars did not go to work. and a few have recovered.
ing received his orders to report at
“ For instam •* we of the United
Philbriek. County Agent.
Houlton,
Augusta: Albert M. Spear of Gardi This year it is tlu* patriotic duty of
Those who haw died lit ('amp Dec
once for over seas work for the Y. M.
States shrink front speculation upon
Maine
ner; Charles J. Dunn of Orono: John 1every scholar to ged busy and help in eits are, Fred D De'asy. Maurice1,
C. A. as entertainer for the hoys
The imports for wheat threshed are1 what wottfil have* been the imsult if it
A. Morrill of Auburn: Scott Wilson of harvesting the crops.
Don't lie a O'Donnell. and Fred A Phillips of this '
“ over there.”
due
at the etui of e*ach month, ami a had beam impossible1 for us to place a
Portland: and George M. Hanson of slacker, if you are1 not old enough to town, Roy How land of Hammond PI. ;
Mr. Luther's engagement at the
report
for all other grains at the1 rnel sufficient number of troops, trained,
Calais.
I <'nlist to fight, you can euilist to work Geo. B. Coiirev of this town is report-(
Dream Theatre has been a most suc
of the season. Whenm farmers will im and ('quipped, at the needful points
For the third time Gov. Milliken ha s1ami help in the war to conserve food cd seriously ill in a telegram received •
cessful one and large audiences have
port only for their own wheat or oth- until a few weeks later than when
not
seen fit to appoint a judge i n ‘ by getting all the crop available. The by his mother Monday, Larry Carroll
heard with pleasure his rich baritone
cere s o placed
Time was the
efi' grain, it is requested that theyith
i
Enlist for two is roe overing from an attack.
voice in popular songs an in recita-! Aroostook bounty, although it is un- 1farmers imed you.
make1 a note1 on their report to this af- j differential between victory and de
jderstood that at the last meeting of weeks and do your part.
tions.
fe'ct, otherwise* a report for e'tju'h feat. Example's to the same* effect
--------Miss Doris Cochrane left by auto month will be sent them during the* within the* knowledge of all of us
On Thursday. Sept. 26—every pat the council six of the seven councilors !
ron of the theatre will he presented were in favor of Chas. P. Barnes, and j Mrs. Angus McLeod of Regina, last week to resume hen* dutie'S at fall.
might be multiplied almost without
with an autographed photograph of it would seem as though the business J Sask. and Mrs. Everett Parker of Der- Smith College1, accompanied by Miss
The reports for all other grains are1 number.
Mr. Luther and it Is hoped that on of Aroostook was such as to have one j by. N. B. are v isiting their sister. Mrs. Sarah Mulherrin who will visit in available and will be mailed to all
"A new statecraft is to be* devised,
P Dalev and other relatives in Boston, and Miss Annie Peabody of
this day that the many friends of this Justice a resident of Aroostook, os- i M. P.
threshers on the list within a few a new industrial code is to be set up,
popular vocalist will rally to the call i Y>e< ially since the death of Judge1 town.
Portland, who has been visiting rela- davs.
social relations are to be radically re
The1 many Houlton friends of Mrs. j fives in town.
and give him a fitting farewell.
Madlgan.
vised: and for the* people1 who would
Geo. Fahr, who was Miss Alive1 Pear
contribute
most helpfully herein, time
Public Utilities Commission
Mr. and Mrs. Emerald J Barker
will la1 the1 essence1
Herbert W. Trafton who was ap son of Pittsburg, Pa., will hv inter and infant daughte'r, returned Satur
MACCABEES WORKER
pointed last week as a member of the ested to learn of the1 arrival of a son, d a y from Presciue1 Isle, where they
“ If w e are to carry this thought one
John F. McCullough of Orono, Dis
Public Utilities Commission was horn last week.
step
further and make it concrete and
The
Campbell
bakery
business,
so
spent the past two weeks, guests of
trict Deputy of the Maccabees, is in
The1 following Maine hoys reported
in Fort Fairfield 52 years ago and
direct,
application must be made to
successfully
conducted
during
the
past
Mrs. Barker's parents, Mr and Mrs.
town where he locates for the Fall
graduated from Colby college in 18S6. missing in action in France1 a few Chas. W. Wilkins and other relatives tour years by C. W. Davenport, Jr . tin* individual
Many a man of out
and Winter to assume charge of the
He was a member of the house of weeks ago havv returned to duty, and friends
was
sold
last
week
to
Eugene
G arc c- standing ability Rise's the opportunity
Macabees In this county. The order
representatives In 1911 and in 1915 Amos T. White1, of this town and
lott and J. A. Cameron, both of whom of realizing its possibilities and comes
Is unusually strong In this county, and
The annual meeting of the Grand
was speaker of the house of repre Joseph Bouchard of Caribou.
arc practical bakers, the1 change* tak to middle* ago without the1 satisfaction
Mr. McCullough figures on doubling
Tin1 remains of Roy Howland of Lodge of Maine I. C>. O. E. will be
sentatives. Although the law does
of accomplishment because* he has
ing effect Monday, Sept 25.
the membership all over the county
The*
not require that the governor appoint Hammond PI., who died at Camp Dev- held in Portland. Me. Oet. 16
Both these* young men have bad tie ven- acejuired eonvfi tioit concerning
before January 1st.
a Democrat as a incm her of the1 ens. last week, arrived in town Mon delegates from Rockabema Lodge No. long experience in the badness and the importance1 of time.
Aral many
Mr. McCullough Is well known in Public Utilities commission yet Gov day, escorted hv a soldier detailed 78 I. (). () F. of this town are G B.
another
man
of
moderate
accomplish
are' we'll and favorably known in their
Houlton, and hopes to meet many of William T. Haines appointed one from Camp, and was taken at once to Hunter ami Barker M. Ward, with E.
home town and wo feel sure that their ment could have he.-a a fi'aefi'r among
A. Carte1!' as alternate.
his old friends, at the Snell House, when the commission was created his mothers home' for burial.
new business venture must prove* suc the influential men of his period, if
where he will make his headquarters. and Gov. Milliken appointed a suc
•utrlier be had begun to utilize the
cessful.
time1 that was his.
cessor to Mr. Mullen in the person of
Mrs. Henry Jordan, who was oper Mr. Bunker. Mr. Trafton has always
Miss Lucy Grant, pianist a< the
“ During the* years within which we
ated upon at the Madlgan Hospital been a Democrat; is a member of the
Dream Theatre1, enjoyed a short vaca live, life* will ne'ver he again as leisure
recently, Is Improving slowly, which Aroostook county bar and is engaged
tion hist week, during which time ly and care-fre'e as it has been. The
will be pleasing news to her many in various business enterprises.
Mrs. Davenport and Miss Hogan sub magnitude arid importance of the prob
friends.
lems of reconstruction of the' world’s
stituted for her.
In this apointinent Gov. Milliken
The ladles Circle of the Cong'l evidently believes that there are
Miss Bertha Trefrey who has been torn mental and material fabric are
Church, will meet this Wednesday P. some able Democrats in Aroostook
spending a month’s vacation at her too great for genial toleration in the
M. in the church parlor. A full at
home here, left Saturday to resume future, as in the past, of the mental
tendance Is desired, In order to plan
Harold L. Cates left Saturday on a
her work at the Maine General Hos shirk or the spendthrift of time, and
their work for the coming year.
short business trip to Bangor.
there will be no such toleration."
pital in Portland.

Gravity System Discontinued
— New System Now In
Working Order

Severely Wounded July 2 0 Home on Sick Leave

SEES END OF OUR
LIFE OF LEISURE

CHARITIES AND
CORRECT CNS CONFERENCES

GOV. MILLIKEN APPOINTS
|
TO FILL VACANCIES

OF

People Are In Great Need
Of Warm Clothing

REPORTS

FROM THRESHERS

OPENING OF
SCHOOLS POSTPONED

INFLUENZA AT TRAINING
CAMP H lfs HOULTON HARD

CAMPBELL’S BAKERY
|
CHANGES HANDS
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opportunity for concerted action and
for individual action, and the loan will
be a tremendous success if each
HOULTON TIMES
American will do his or her individual
A L L T H E HOME NEW 8
part as each American soldier in
Published every Wednesday Morning France does his part. Our soldiers
deserve such support from the people
by the Times Publishing Co.
at home.
C H A 8. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
Established April 13, I860

T H E DAY OF T H E
to oger any ami every conciliation in r The poorest girls in the world are
P A C I F I S T N O T Y E T order to escape.
j those not taught to work. There are

DOUBLY PROVEN

The suspicious ease* in our taking I thousands of them. Rich parents have
The Vienna peace proposal was ex
H o u lto n Readers Can No L o n g e r
pected. Warnings that it was coming of the St. Mihiel salient seems to |petted them, and they have been
D o u b t the Evid ence
taught
to
despise
labor
and
to
de
hael been issued from various eapi- throw a light on this.
A point e>f
tals ever since the tide of battle vantage so important wemld not have* pend upon others for a living, and
This Houlton citizen testified long
turned with the second battle of the been so lightly abandoned ,f a,,. are perfectly helpless. The most tor- age>
Marne*. President Wilson's prompt re- Germans hael had the strength or the* lorn women belong to this class. It
Told of quick relief— o f undoubted
jee-tion of the proposal was exactly heart to hold it.
In that light, tlie is the1 duty of parents to protect their benefit.
what was to he expected, and it will American success points straight to daughters from this deplorable con
T H E T IM E W E SAVED
The facts are now contained.
Subscription in U. S. $1.60 per yea
meed
with almost universal approval the disappointment we all fear. For dition.
The
Country
has
now
entered
upon
Such testimony is complete— the
In advance, $300 in arrears; in Cana
from ocean to ocean, and among all the Germans lot te> defenel the imevidence
conclusive.
the
last
month
of
the
so-called
day
da $2.00 in advance, $2.50 in a rre a rs
tho peoples of our Allies.
port ant Briey iron field to the last
An\ business man weeulel be* horrilight
saving
scheme.
If
anything
like
It
forms
convincing proof of merit,
Single copies five cents.
Greater danger lurks in peace of- man. bodes ill tor our campaign eel lie'd at tile suggestieen that he* would
No S ubscription cancelled u n til a* a full public poll were to be taken, fensives than all the1 armie's Ger- Kaiser-punishing in the1 Kaiser's own ruin his leeey by neglect, that his ah
James Conlogue. retired farmer, 33
would there be question of the over
arrearages are paid
North St.. Houlton. says: “ Some time
back
lot.
seerption
in
business
would
result
in
many
and
her
allie>s
could
present.
whelming favor in which this innova
ago. I was troubled with backache
The paradeex remains that the1 pros tin* undeeing eef his own seen. But it is
Advertising rates based upon circula tion is held? In the purely agricultu That danger is past tor this time beand from the way my kidneys were
tion and very reasonable.
ral field, the shoving ahead of the* eause e>f the1 President's very preempt pect eef eeminue'd teeugh lighting ahe*ad the easiest thing in the* weerld tee for
acting I knew I had kidney trouble.
eeur lieepe* and salvation!
St. feit a boys confidence. It will take
clock hands an even hour may not and proper action. But it is possible is
Doan’s Kidney Pills had been used in
Entered at the post office at Houlton have contributed to the advantage's that sometime's a German peace pro Mihie-1 was the* last eef the* salients,
only a little* snubbing, a little scold- my family with the best of results, so
posal
will
lee1
take'll
te
e
e
e
seriously,
and
for circulation at second-class
fheese peeints eef vantage* tee an enemy
claimed generally in behalf of the
ing, a little* unkind e-riticism. a little1 I took some and was satisfied with
postal rates.
measure. It is in industrial centers, any peace ivsulting freem a Ge'rman if lie1 is strong eneeugh to use them,
the benefit received.”
(Statement
large as well as small, that tine change1 proposal would be* an inconclusive one. a s«*rious liability to him it' he* is not. nagging anel unreasonableness tee shut given August 17. 1911.)
Our preparations feer speeding the1 Neew til line1 becomes comparatively off forever any intimacy between you
Legal Newspaper Decisions
has been acclaimed.
Looking back
Doan’s Always Help H im
1 .__Any person who takes a paper re- upon the experiment from the opening war must gee een without inte*rruption. straight
Kasy application eef the pin-'ami yeeur beev.
On November 13. 191
>ir\ Con
g i.arly from the Post Office— whether
We
must
se*nd
eeur
soldiers
intee
Ger
cers ee*ases. "File1 rest is tee he1 straight
elay most of us are able readily to relogue said:
"Sim* I recommened
directed to his address or another, or
many that lieu1 pe'eeple1 may kneew what line-burking, a much more protracted
whether he has subscribed or not, is e'all possible* objections that soon ladDoan s Kidney Pills. I have used them
It was Germany who husim-ss. If the1 Gormans cun stave
eel away. Slavishness to the* clock diel war means.
responsible for the pay.
several times, when I have needed a
•2.—If any person orders his paper dis lead, here and there1, to a looking as maele1 the war. She1 must have* a taste us on at that feer aneether Winter, wo
kidney medicine. They have alwavs
continued, he must pay all arrearges or
kance at the saving daily of one* hour eef it upeen her own seed before- it still stand a good chance of keeping
helped me."
the publisher may continue to send It
comes tee an end. Me1 are1 in the1 w a r j Up the*ir fighting ardeer till w< h a v e
until payment is made and collect the of daylight. If in the main these quesPrice t>ce, at all dealers.
Don’t
and
the* e'xpe*die»ne,y of the* with a eletf'rminatieen tee win anel that | (-1<<*rI them up tee the Khin
whole amount, whether It Is taken from tionings of
determinatieen
must
not
let1
allowe'd
to
L
simply
ask
lor
a
kidney
remedy—get
eoyeend.
If
w
e*
have
tilelead
luck
to
change have been upset, so at the1
the office or not.
3 —The C»urts have decided that re same time* have1 the* practical advan fall away e'Ve'll lev consideration eef win many more1 St. .Mihiel victories.
Doan’s Kidney Pills the same that
fusing to take newspapers and periodi
Mr. Conlogue had.
Foster-Milburn
any peace preepeesal eueming freem the1: tb«*V will lee-at eeur boys out eef their
tages
been
maele
the*
more1
apparent.
cals from the post office, or removing and
<k)., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
And what a
The great public- has learned that them. Victory has already begun: it pet elre-am for sure-.
leaving them uncalled for, Is prlma facia
M any ailments are caused
the established system of marking must be pressed to a Finality,
pity it wemld be1 if the* doughboys had
evidence of fraud.
If you want to stop your paper, write time into which the daylight saving j
w eakn ess.
When the day tor the consideration te> come1 home* without the1 ph-asun1 by sto m a c h
to the publisher yourself, and don’t leave
innovation cut so clearly is hardly so of peace does conn1, it must be the of kiekin‘ the1 Kaiser’s henin’ dawg Faulty digestion leads to
it to the. post-master.
sacred a thing that “ iconoclastic doe- day of the Allies choosing. When the 'roun' right on his own front steps!
biliousness, sick headache,
:B U Y :
trines” should not be suffered to car- diplomats who are to consider the Think of the* te*ars we1 must all she-d
F o r A d v e rtis in g Rates a p p ly to th e Pres.
ry
weight
or
to
influence
action.
We
questions
arising
out
of
the
war
come
jf
terms
of
surrender
dizziness,
sallow
skin
and
are*
signe'd
Id s n t and M anager
have all been saving an hour of day- to assemble about the peaee table* tniS sub* of the Rhine!
e ru p tio n s . M a i n t a i n a
light as an exigency vitalized by war there should be no Kaiser there*, Nee
T HE RULING MUST
healthy condition of the
considerations.
What is the objec- representative* ot
1 otsdam should
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
Happiness is a perfume that one
BE OBEYED tion, in time of peace, to a continu- have a word to say on that momen- cannot shed over another without a stomach and you w ill get
ISSUE D 8 Y TH E
tous question. There should be no
U N IT E D S T A T E S
few drops falling on one's x*lf.
For the past two weeks we anee of the system?
rid of the chief cause of your
word . from Austria.
The questions
C O V E R .VM ENT.
have mentioned the ruling of
must be discussed by the victors, and
sufferings.
D o not neglect
R E G A R D IN G W A S T E
Germany and Austria-Hungary must
the Priorities Board of the W ar
Pay the printer and the* preacher.
AXDWIXTHI-WAR
the laws of health. Keep
It is to be hoped that the lesson we*
be
ready
to
accept
any
and
all
terms
You're
sure to get your money back.
Industries board, that paper are learning now with regard to waste*
The printer tells you the news about stomach, liver and bowels
mills are an essential industry will be of lasting benefit to us as a that are offered them.
There will lx* no discussion of this world and the preacher tells you in order by tim ely use of
and that this board has given people.
“ non-binding" charcter.
The terms about the* other one to come.
We have been the* most wasteful
the weekly newspapers direc
wil! be very binding, binding upon
nation in the world.
Our ignorant
Germany, binding her to future good
tions regarding their output as
classes were the supreme* wasters of
i Nothing so helps a woman through
behavior while the world stands.
relates to conservation.
|
W o r l d Has N e v e r K n o w n It s E q u a l
the universe, and too many of us who
I The American people arc ready to the long weary days of work as the
The most important part of should have known better were* rather
“
W hat will
rid o f my corns “ T h e
continue to sacrifice. They regard it knowledge that what she dot's is ap
an sw er has been made by mil lio ns—■
too
proud
to
economize.
I
remember
this ruling is section 2 which
th ere's only one coin r em over that you
as the duty of this generation to carry preciated by those she loves and for
can bank on, that's ab solutely certain,
says “No publisher may con that at school there were two classe*s civic liberty to the ends of the earth. : whom sht* toils. Think of this, hus
that makes any corn on earth peel right
a banana s k in —and that's m agic
of children who seemed to vie with
This must be done by the thorough bands and fathers, and remember that Largest Sale of Any Medietna in tha World.
tinue
subscriptions after 3
each other in the amount of chalk,
a
kind
word
is
alwavs
in
season.
Sold
avarywhara.
In
boxaa.
10c..
25c.
months after date of expiration, pens and paper they could waste the* prostration of the Kaiser and all for
unless subscriptions are renew offsprings of the very poorest familie-s which he stands.
I The day for the pacifist is not yet.
ed and paid for,” which simply and those who thought themselves i The boys overseas have beeen doing
means what it says, and that rather “ up in the world."
*splendid work. More power, not less,
J
,
There is no way by which we can to them, until the hour when Germany
HIv .-pint of w ar-tim e ecoix-m v
? hewn not only
country weeklies will be placed
better practice ethics, school our is taught its lesson and is ready to
But also in the
in
tile
savimr
of
m
onev
and
food
on a “paid in advance” basis.
selves in ethical habits, than by liber i accept whatever terms the Allies are
const-! valie u of tim e ami w<uk ;n tile home.
It
This ruling leaves no leeway al economy. It is the heritage anel hall
j willing to concede. If it means tin*
i>
the
d
u
ty
of
every
A
m
e
iic
a
n
Inm-wmife
to
aid
for us, when the Government mark of gentility. By liberal econ ; destruction of Germany, the putting of
in local war activities, 'out many ate unable to do -o
says a thing, it MUST be done, omy, is meant an appreciation of tin* j Germany out of the life of the world,
value of what we have, rather than j so much the better for the world.
bocau-e of the yreat amount ot time r e o u ir d tor ordinal v
or suffer the consequences.
professing to despise it: an apprecia |It must at least mean the destruehousehold
('ares.
This ruling will affect the tion of the value of what nature give*s
i tion of German militarism and of
TIMES very little, as the greater to us, rather than affecting to demand
b.keti ic ’. ty -olves tip.- problem b\ c o m e the tasks i 1 at
I the last vestige of the thought of
Corn-Pain Is Eased ~u>e Com la Doomed I
percentage of its subscribers it as a toll for deigning to be upon j German world domination. And, until
ordtuar.ly take tile best part ot a dav in. a tew ben;
"•
i rt s - 11 .
T ig h t
shoes and
dancing
are paid up, but in a few cases the earth.
even when you have a corn need not disI that time comes, there must be no
g iviu p n i n e leisure b m e and a c c o m p li-h i-o the w ork
tii-h
you
ir
you
apply
a
f
e
w
drops
of
Now, this world that we call ours j let-up, but a steadily increasing con
we have extended credit when
" ( l e t s - I t " on the corn or ('alius.
You
tar m< " • effte’ eut m anuev.
want a corn peeler, not a corn fooler.
we deemed it necessary, blit now owes nobody anything. But in the tinuation of "force to the uttermost."
N ou don't have to fool with corns— you
munificent order of nature, the hospipeel them right off with your fingers by
President Wilson has done well in
it comes down to this:
If the tallty of God i t vol, „.m 1>m,
using " G e ts - I t ".
C u ttin g mak es corns
his prompt rejection of the Austrian
g ro w and bleed.
W h y use ir rita tin g
Subscription is not paid for in opportunity is spread before us. We proposal. He closes the door to ar
salves or make a bundle of vour toe with
tape or bandages? W h y putter and still
advance, the paper must be stop- ' may help ourselves to the full of our gument, and he gives notice to the
have the corn?
I 's e
‘ 'G e ts - It” — your
corn-pain is over, the corn is a “ g o n e r "
ped
(needs, but we are not invited to this German hordes that the future holds
sure as the sun rises.
“ G e ts - It ". the guaranteed, m on ey-b ac k
On account of this the TIMES > ast ,0 destroy that which w« ian' no hope for their unholy ambitions.

Get

Your Digestion
in Shape
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j
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M A Y B E A T US Y E T !

who are in arrears to call at the W|ja^ constitutes gentility toward our
“ Pershing’s Pocket'' will probably
office or send the amount due . neighbors and self-respecting inde- live in history It will live for a long
I
i
time in German recollection, unless;
SO that there will net be any in- pendence in ourselves.
teiTU ptiO ll t o its readers in re- ' The first common rule of ethics is , something happens to give them some- J
ce iv in g e v e r y copy.
doing right for right’s sake. One can- thing even more painful to remember j
. .
. .
.
not begin its practice in a better way — which is quite likely to happen. On i
We m u s t do our part 111 w i n - than by material economy When you our part the chief satisfaction is not i
ning the war, and abide by the waste, you take more than your share. |in the gain of ground, the removal of
rulings of the “Powers that be.” When you take more than yur share, i a dangerous salient, or even the
------------------- you rob someone else. Robbery is a ! demonstration of Yankee genius. The
BO Y8 BE P A T R IO T IC
crime.
last named was a foregone conclusion.
Boys who want to chuck school to
The enforced economy of wartime is j
main satisfaction to us all is
get into service before their own na going to be beneficial to us as a race. I something more substantial even than
tion will take them, cannot, if they We cannot read of the great salvaging ia^ these. It comes of the new ashave grown at all to be thinkers, con operations of our army system in ; Pe<‘^
which the ^Americans have
scientiously get by this Government’s France without feeling guilty for the brought over the whole face of the
plan to keep, in the main, the young w'aste we practice here at home. We war. The* only remaining question is
men of draft age now In college, right have been taught that war is the most When? How mu h longer must we
where they are, until they are fit for destructive agency ever devised, yet wait for the end?
officers’ rank, unless they are impera necessity is enforcing a salvage sys
We know for certain that Ameri
tively needed before, and which is tem “ over there” that is supreme in ca’s millions have* not gone over there
going to give to other young men who its economy. Not a scrap ef anything to hang about and prolong the war
haven’t had a college chance, the priv material is allowed to escape the full foi foutr or fi ve y<ears mon*.
They
ilege now of college training, to their function for which it was intended. / havet* been sent. ove■r there to clean up
advantage and great satisfaction. Boys
tin j<>l> in ;is shor t a space as possjThat is the sort of economy we
with a free chance to keep on in
hi*'
The lx*ginnin g is a good augury
should enforce upon ourselves. We are
school are going directly contrary to
of tlx
he■ end. But ev I'll so. tlx* Germans
not honest with our defenders nor
the Government preference and the
' (lisappoint us sore !y. T hey have
ourselves if we go on wasting as we
Government’s leading, if they deliber
ying in Washin gten that ‘'Tlx* war
one#* did.
ately throw up their educational op
l i a y he ovier bef( >re the Kaiser is
Take your ration but take1 no more.
portunity. There Is nothing of true
liektixl ." Th <* ini'ii ning of it is ;hat
That
is what the soldier is doing, and
patriotism in it.
There is likely, on
the* German s may lie down and quit
the other hand, to be a good deal of he is giving up his freedom and com
ire■ they have had the drubbin y
unsuspected self-deception about duty fort. and risking his life besides.
they needed to make them behav“ like
and all that.
civilized men forever more. The guilty
Better crops were never raised in will go back to their fatherland knowA good square look at the whole
thing in the light of common sense the United States than this year. Tlx* ing well enough what reprisals *hey
and competent advice will be sure to yield of small grain was enormous and i have invited upon their land
...... by tlx1
send an open-minded schoolboy back the corn crop will be better than ever j foul deeds they havi done in Fram 11
And once convinced
to the obligation that is particularly before. Good crops mean more nxnev ' an,[ Belgium.
,for the fanners, but they mean more (hat they are beaten, they are su>-e to
his.
than this. Every man, woman and
e r y mercy before tile like can haoien
child in this country will x* benefited. in their own home land. The pity of
OUR IN D IV ID U A L P A R T
Some observers think that the most Everybody will have more money to it is, moreover, that the erv for m ccy
characteristic thing about the A m e rl-, spend and every business will in- may be too abject to be ignored
.Nature s rich bounty will Rather than suffer wha they th “ni
can soldier in France, something coa^e.
reach
everyone
and we will all lx sei'.es have visited upon the towns
which astounds the enemy and excites
happier as a result.
the admiration of our Allies, is the
of France, they may be depended upon
capacity of the American soldiers to
do individual thinking and fighting.
The German fights successfully only
In mass formation, in organized bodies
while every American soldier has an
Initiative and independence of action
which gives him remarkable efficiency
So many people have praised this medicine for its success
In open lighting.
They are not
•enaelesa cogs, but each is an individ in overcoming very distressing forms of stomach and l iv e r
ual working unit in a great fighting trouble, that we feel sure it will help you also. Then it is

F in e A p p e t it e

machine.
Every American at home should feel
an Individual responsibility and do
his or her Individual part in winning
the war. There is not an American
eitlsen who can not help win the war.
The Fourth Liberty Loan drive, which
begins September 28, offers a great

so extremely economical for family use, we know you can
save money by giving it the preference. You will feel stronger, your appetite will return, you will enjoy your meals and
feel in much better spirits after taking a few doses. It breaks
ups colds, relieves constipation and is a splendid spring ton
ic. Insist upon having the TRUE “ L.F." when you buy of
your dealer. Price 50 cents. Guaranteed by the L. F. Med
icine Co., Portland, Maine.

makes the hardest of all househo’ 1 tasks one of the easiest.
lines the week’ s ironing in a few h utr- in a cool, comfoitabie kitchen and saves yon countless steps.

corn remover, the only sure wav, costs
but a trifle at any drug store.
M ' f ’g by
F. L aw r e n c e X: Go., Chicago, III, Sold in
Houlton and recommended as the world's
best corn rem over bv n. F. F R E N C H &
SON.

U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION
W.

H o u l t o n W a t e r Co mp a n y
Mechanic Street

G.

McAdoo, D ire c to r-G e n e ra l
R ailroads
B a n g o r dL A ro o s to o k R. R.
A u g u s t 3, 1918

of

T IM E T A B L E
T ra in s D a ily except Sunday
F ro m H o u lto n «

A ll

6.30 a. m.— For Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
9.28 a. m.— For Bangor.
11.15 a. m.—-For Ashand, St. Francis, Ft.
Kent. Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
Buren. via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
12,49 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Limestone,
Van Buren.
4.27 p. m.— For Bangor.
Buffet Sleep
ing Car Houlton to Boston.
7.52 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren.
Due

H o u lto n

9.24 a. m.— From Van Buren, Ft. Fairfield.
12.39 p. m.— From Bangor,
Greenville.
Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to Houl
ton.
5.15 p. m.— From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
Van Buren, Washburn, Presque Isle,
via. Squa Pan.
4.19 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone,
Caribou, Ft. Fairfield.
7.47 p. m.— From Bangor.
T i m e tables g i v i n g com plete informa
tion m ay be c btained at tic ket offices.
GE<>. M.

i f f i s t h e P a t r io t s S t o v e
b e c a u s e it "C o n s e rv e s "
‘T U i t h A l l F u e l s 1. --------It is not only a patriotic service to “conserve” b u t a
duty to your pocketbook. T he perfected h o t blasts
in th e R ound O ak S q u are B ase H e a te r convert
th a t 38 p er cent of carbon in th e sm oke of soft coal

into heat units.

The powerful boiler iron body radiates this extra heat
directly into your home. This 38 per cent saving impor
tant though it be, is only one of the several exclusive
saving features of this heater.
%
Its seamless one-piece ash pit with door ground on
guarantees absolute control of the fire for a g enerationusing all fuels. Its double fire pot with patented cone
center grate absolutely prevents the formation of clinkers.
You can use the cheapest fuel.
Its extra heavy, cold rolled boiler iron body stands up
for a lifetime of service.

U G H T (t. \, G e n ’ l P ass'r Agt.
Bangor. Maine

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT IN
HOULTON
There has never been anything in
Houlton with the IN S T A N T action of
simple
buckthorn
bark, glycerine,
etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka.. ONE
SPOONFUL
flushes the E N TIR E
bowel tract so completely it relieves
A N Y CASE sour stomach; gas or con
stipation and prt vents appendicitis.
The IN STAN T, pleasant action of Ad
ler-i-ka surprises both doctors and pa
tients. O. F. French & Son.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business
M a in *

H o u lto n ,

Its door frames riveted on (not bolted) guarantee abso"
lute control.

Probate matters have Special
Attention

It bums hard coal, soft coal, wood, coke, and slack, and
positively produces better results with less fuel than any
other. Don’t take our word for it. Examine the Round
Oak and find the answer right on the heater itself

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.

HAMILTON-GRANT COMPANY
H o u lto n , Maine

O FFIC E

AT

R E S ID E N C E
H oulton, Ma.

129 Main S t

Tel. 239-3
T E E T H F IL L E D W IT H O U T P A IN
B Y T H E
NEW
ANALQE8IC
M ETH O D , A B S O L U T E L Y 8A F E .

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
Sellers of Good Goods Only-Rigtftjr Meed

D E N T IS T
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CHURCH SERVICES

They are offering to let some dealer sidetrack you in this
illusive fact— established only by find- I'll wager $100, payable to the Red careful sorting.
Sunshine in the lives and souls of
ing out what makes for poor seed. Cross, that there is not a potato farmers 25 cents a barrel more for seed business. If he hints that 1 have people is just as potent in the realm
This much is genero.’ .y admitted. An dealer in Monmouth county who can suitable stock and must charge 25 to some ulterior motive in my recom

5b cents a barrel more for the extra mendations challenge him to prove it. of home as the sunshine that drives
ftev. T. P. Williams, Pastor.
careful culling out of any but the best For in no way, neither directly nor darkness from our world and brings
Pnackint service 10.30 A. M.
type of Prize (Giant) seed. They can indirectly, or few favors received or that warmth which is essential to
Saaday School following A. M. ser
supply less than five thousand barrels , expected, will I profit thru my advice life and growth in the vegetable
Yice.
which they can certify as having been on how Monmouth farmers may obtain
kingdom. There is a convincing and
Svening Song Service 7.30 P. M>.
grown
from large seed two years ago the best possible seed from Aroostook
w
•
vivifying power in soul sunshine; for,
and no extra charge will be made for county for next spring’s seeding. I ’ll
W ee* y
^
®
wveniag at 7.90.
these so long as the supply lasts and pay the same price for my 700 barrels as has been well said, men and wom
I advise farmers who want the best of Prize seed as others who get their en, youth and children, seek the
available seed to mail in their reser orders in for the same quality.
First Baptist
I friendship of the sunny faced.
vation to Mclver & Watson of Van visited some of the fields where this
Court St.
Buren, Me., or insist that their own jextra fine seed is coming from.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
The
163N morning worship with sermon.
local dealer do so for them. Reed & vines were yet in bloom and they
13*0 M M e School with classes for
Sons of Fort Fairfield, and Mclver & surely looked good to me.
Watson of Van Buren, are on a par in
men and women.
charac ter and standing with our own
7.06 gospel song service and sermon.
If you have one of the new nickels
8.06 Afterm«6ting
ill Monmouth county owes it to him- in field after field in Aroostook by the reliable dealers and their word is as you had better keep one as a souvenir
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-weeik self to try out a little of this South Plant Pathologists lor the states of good as a bond.
as it is understood no more are to
prayer service.
Seed potatoes may he purchased of
Jersey second crop seed next spring \ irginia and New Jersey. We visited
he issued. Slot machine manufactur
Friday at 7.30 choir rehearsal at and watch tjie results. Growing one's on three different occasions the gai- these dealers at the prevailing Oct.
ers are finding fault with the nickel,
church.
own seed has the great advantage of dims of sick potato plants conducted prices. If stored there in Aroostook claiming that it cannot he used with
allowing each farmer a chance to cut by the Federal and State Govern- there will he an extra charge for facility in their devices.
However,
First Presbyterian
out all diseased hills and save only ments in Aroostook and heard the storage, shrinkage, losses hv rottening it has been found that the new coin
Cor- H igh and Military Sts.
prolific hills for seed.
authorities lecture and illustrate the and extra handling of $1.00 per barrel. can he slipped into a savings deposit
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
, Assuming that most of us will, for many phases of potato diseases. One The heater car costs will he about 12
without inconvenience, and using it in
Morning service at 10.30.
some time to come, continue buying of the leading dealers and growers of cents per barrel--may he more or less
that
way is a very commendable al
S. S. at 11.48.
Northern Maine seed does it not be- Aroostook who sells lots of seed in by next spring. The dealers require
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
ternative.
hoove us to look into the conditions Monmouth county made two very sig- about one-half of the purchase price to
Senior C. E. Society at €.30 P M.
vvhich obtain up there in the potato nificent statements in reply to my be paid by November 1 and the re- 1
Evening service last Sabbath of each fields from which our seed will be dug inquiry if he could not and would not mainder when the1 car arrives at your
month at 7.30.
during the next six weeks.
Who produce healthy, pun1 type, high freight station with the seed in good
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening would dream of buying diseased seed, yielding Giant potato seed tor us. II*1 condition. A car holds about 250 to
mt'7.48.
low yielding seed, impure seed if it said that of all the many cars ot -■fiM) barrels and the Maine shipper
Service at Foxcroft Church each
was represented as such?
And yet Giant seed shipped by him last fall guarantees safe delivery here or
Sabbath at 3 P. M.
much of the Maine seed sold to Mon- and spring few were fit for seed and money refunded. The charge for hags
mouth county potato growers is dis- that he was really ashamed not to he and the1 work of bagging will he
Free Baptfet
eased seed, low yielding and impure able to send out better stock tor seed, extra, depending on the1 price of hags, I
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
seed. It is nothing short of a business And then added that "unless some- or old hags may he sent from here
Contains no Opiates, Chloral or Cocaine
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
crime for farmers here to buy un-J thing of this kind is done the Giant freight paid, when only five cents ex
Easy to Take.
Free Sam ples
tra will be charged to cover increased
. Sunday school at 12.00 Ms
known, uncertified, unguaranteed seed potato will soon he run out.
BALLARD GOLDEN OIL CO., Old To w n , M a in e
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. from
ime dealer here who has' "Within two miles of this dealer's labor- cost of bagging. Of course the'
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
the receiver.
bought from some Maine dealer a few , warehouses 1 walked thru three fields freight must be paid hv
‘
I
Special music by choir.
For
myself
1
have
ordered
Tuu bar-j
ears of run-of-the-market potatoes
of Giant potatoes, accompanied by the
ChoirpracticeMonday
nights.
^grown and shipped as potatoes to he farmers who owned them. More than rols of Mclver & Watson's extra Prize1!I
All are cordially Invited tocome and yggd jqj. food purposes.
half the hills were more or less dis- seed. Silver Fox brand, to la1 shipped
heur the Rev. Mr. Jenkins!
put the blame where it belongs, eased.
I had not seen any fields in our own hags next spring, as I am !
Tuesday night church prayer and j j . j s n Q ^
faujt ()f the Aroostook .worse infected. I said to tin1 farmers convinced the seed is stronger when !
and keep y e n ' house, school,
,praise Service.
farmers or the Maine dealers. The that the Monmouth farmer who got stored in Maine rather than in our;
store, hall c ' church comfort
----------^Aroostook farmers— many of them told these potatoes for seed would he jus- wanner and damper climate1. Now as j
able in the cc Id-, st weather at
Methodist Episcopal
me so— will gladly grow whatever , tified in shooting the dealer who sold farmer to fanner, let me warn von not I
Congregational

immature tuber, which has been
stored for some months at an even
temperature near the freezing point,
gives the best results.
The short
growing season, the early frosts, and
the long, low-temperatured winters of
Northern Maine seem to come nearest
to producing, under wholly natural
conditions, the qualities believed to be
essential to good potato seed. South
Jersey growers claim that a second
crop, planted in July, cut down by
frost, hand dug and hill selected, then
put in cold storage until March next,
will give even better results than
W()rthern grown seed. Every farmer

step into a field of Aroostook county
potatoes while yet in full vine and
pick out the diseased hills, less even
specify which one of the five dreaded
diseases affects each plant.
The
farmers in Maine, as a rule, are as
innocent and uninformed as most of
our growers. When a potato plant is
in an advanced stage of some of the
diseases they think it merely some
local or weather trouble, instead of
the fault of the diseased tuber which
they cut and planted ten weeks ago.
My statements as to the diseased
potato plants in Maine fields are
based on what was pointed out to me

I

Relief From Those Headaches
A Safe, M ild, E ffective R em edy

Ballard’s Golden Headache Tablets

B U R N W O O D IN T H IS F U R N A C E !

very sm all running expense.
Large fire boxes, enormous
radiating surfaces, few joints,
all abso lu te ly itiyht, m ake

Military St.

Monmouth farmers ask for. And fora them to him. One other dealer, who
itev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
reasonable extra charge Aroostook is also a farmer and hears the highest
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
farmers
farmers will
will select
select especially
especially choice
choice reputation,
reputation, said
said that
that this
this had
had seed
The Sunday School at noon has or- stock for their own fields to be grown situation was partly due to the fact
«antaed classes for men and women. 1an(i
as see(p they will pull out all that many fanners sold their good
Junior League meeting and class for diseased hills and impure varieties, stock for $(» to $10 per barrel for tood
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
and will dig early to insure the de- stock two years ago and then used
Epworth League meeting at 6.45 sired degree of immaturity in the the culls and sound ends ot rotten
p m
tubers. All the Aroostook farmers ask ' potatoes for seed.
Praise and Preaching at 7.30'.
is that the Monmouth farmers come 1 I wish I had space to tell Monmouth
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and and talk it over or send representa- growers much more that they should
choir master.
fives to make the plans and if they know about seed conditions in AroosPrayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday , wish, watch the crop as it is planted,; took, and may do so in later issues,
evening.
cultivated and harvested, and then But 1 must point out here and now
make sure that the seed ordered how to get the best possible seed for
reaches the man who ordered it.
next spring and leave to the future j
Church
-the Good Shepherd
| ATI the known potato diseases seem plans for developing tin1 pure type.]
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
|to thrive in Maine. But their climate healthy prolific seed we must and can
Sundays
also
and sot! are so suited to potato culture1 have from Maine. The busy times and
Holy Communion at 3 A. M.
After Morning Prayer on the 1st S un - j that the diseases seem to do less, far the gasoline rule will not allow f o r }
less, damage than when the same dis- gatherings of farmers so I 11 have to j
day In the month.
Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30. eases are sent to us in their potato, give names here which 1 had expected
seed. A strong man with consumption to tel] only at tanners meetings.
}
Evening Prayer and sermon 7-30.
may
live
and
work
in
a
high
d
r
y
:
If
you
buy
your
Giant
seed
ot
the
j
Sunday School after morning ser
climate yet will collapse when brought Farmers’ ^Exchange specity that they j
vice.
down
to our warm, moist climate. And; must
from the two fields, only fit
Holy Days
so with potato seed sent ffom Aroos- acres, ot Giants grown by 1’. H. Heed |
Holy Communion at 8.00 A. M.
took to Monmouth county.
There arc and sons of Fort Fairfield, Me., or the j
five diseases, not counting seal), which Silver Fox brand of Giant (Prize) seed
may be found in the potato fields of as shipped by Mclver A- Watson ot ;
GREAT QUANTITIES OF
IMPURE POTATO SEED Aroostook and, of course, also in Mon- Van Buren. Me. Remember that our ;
mouth, for all five travel in the tuber Giant potato is known in Maine only
and none can he overcome by dipping as ^h*1 Pi'iz*1 tin- Aroostook Prize ;
Farmers Advised of Danger And Sug
of the seed, by spraying of the vines potato and that !m p. e. of the crop is j
gestions o f H ow to Guard A g ain st
or by cultivation. The only way is to. grown by French speaking farmers in |
It
pull out, by hai^ri, all diseased hills, the Vail Buren section on the St. John '
Theron McCampbell of Holmdel, N. before tubers form, as'\ if so many .River in the utmost northerly end of
The reason for
J„ who was In Aroostook last month weeds. The common names of the the state of Maine,
gives, some very valuable Information potato diseases are the wilt, tin1 leaf this will have to he related in a later
to the faiiners of his section, which curl the knob root, the black root, and I letter. Then1 is a limited amount of
j A1 Gidnt (Friz*') seed to he had.
will interest potato growers in Aroos the mottled leaf or mosaic disease.
Watson will only ship,
took.
These diseases result in reduced M c lv e r
Consider the humble potato— how it yields. A diseased tuber cut into four under their Silver Fox brand, potatoes
grows!
It is American in origin, seed pieces means four weak hill. It^ grown in fields which are eompara'ivetherefore the youngest of the world's does not take many diseased seedily f ree
diseas*1 and after an extra
three great starch foods— wheat, rice, potatoes to cut the crop. If planted
potatoes.
No farm crop has more in rows 30 inches apart and hills 12
Throw A w «y Your Trumpet.
enemies and none has received so inches apart there are 17,140 hills per
much study. It has taken more breed acre and a .yield of one pound per hill
ing and testing of seedlings, more ex means 107 barrels per acre. A gain or
Yon cun ru m (lea i ss Hml hi-iiil niiiWA at
periments with soils, fertilizers and loss of one small No. 1 potato— say the
huiiic b y oar i n ,;- •icili'vinc<'vi'n u fn -ra ll
other i-t'im-die* h t\ i failed.
railed. 11,1
II ms ears as
Insecticides, more trials of methods size of a big hen egg or two ounces-p io d plnssea hel|, eves, fits rinse to the
d ru m -- no |iaiu or urninvunre W e n t to
of cultivation, harvesting, storing and means 13 barrels per acre or more
hear jM'ifoct?
Th e n w rite for booklet to
K. I I I bcox , i.'iO V c oiia, A v e ., N ew a rk , N J .
utilisation to perfect potato culture than twice the quantity of seed
than any other farm crop.
And yet planted. A bad car of infected seed,
the wisdom of scientists and skill of which will look good to the eye. can
growers have not solved all the my easily reduce a grower’s crop from a
steries of potato diseases or the rid third to a half or more. A glance at In order to comprise the best course |
dle of potato seed.
Progress, great a field of diseased potato plants first of treatment, and to secure the best |
!
progress, has been made, but there is suggests poor soil conditions, or neg results, should read as follows:
R
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla—
11
oz.
|
much more to learn.
ligence in cultivation, or lack of
Peptiron—180 pills
j
One may well ponder on how does moisture, etc. As a matter of simple
Sig: One teaspoonful Hood’s Sar- j
the potato grow.
The roots of the truth few farmers realize how hard
saparilla before meals
yonng potato plant*are attached by they have been hit by diseased seed
Two Peptiron after meals
I
the big white grub, the cut worm and blaming the weather or fertilizer, or
There is no better course of medi- !
the wire worm.
The leaves of the themselves for something that should cine for impure bloc#!, run-down j
young potato plant are savagely bitten rest on the shoulders of the dealer condition and loss of appetite. These |
working together |
by the flea beetle, later by the potato who pretended to sell him good seed. two medicines

MANY PRESCRIPTIONS
AT THIS SEASON i

hug and next by green lice.
The
potato vine has fungi to resist— first
the early blight, then the late blight,
called “rust” in Maine, and there is
the
weather-disease— tip-burn.
The
tuber Itself may be destroyed in the
hill or in storage by the spores of the
rust. The pototo grower who outwits
the worms *hy rotation and clean cul
tivation, who overcomes the insects by
dust and poisons, and prevents the
spread of the blight fungi by Bordeaux
sprays, has something to keep his
mind and hands busy during May,
June and July.
But much of the
potato farmer’s work and skill will be
lost unless he starts with the best
possible seed— healthy, pure type, high
yielding seed, grown and stored accor
ding to the correct rules for potato
seed production.
The Secret of good potato seed is an

r

often give a four-fold benefit.

Should bo on every table!

INSTANTPOSTUM
( Aflavor almost ^distinguishable from coffee)

for years the favorite peace-time
beverage o f tens of thousands.
Now even more prominent because
M ade in A m erica ’ and a saver
of ocean tonnage much needed for
our armies "OverThere".

THAT ANNOYING,
PERSISTENT COUGH
lesd t#.

lung trouble or

tk o e b ro n io at age abroad?

laaUkaraaaaur

ALTERATIVE

I t aha, m v He.

L

Made instantly-no boiling.
A sugar saver and a tru ly
delicious and satisfying table
drink for young and old.

j

CUR

IF YOUR CHILDREN
ARE DELICATE OR FRAIL
u n d ersize or under-weight
remember— S co tt’s Em ulsion
is nature’s g r a n d e s t growingfood; it strengthens their bones,
makes healthy blood and pro?
motes sturdy growth.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J,

AVO O D FU RNACES
E C O N O M IC A L
Send us a plan of your build
ing for our definite recom
mendation.
WOOD

&

B IS H O P C O .

H A M IL T O N

&

GRANT,

Bangor, M a in «
DEALERS,

HOULTON

You C ant Eat Meat .
100 Miles Away
Preparing meat is only a part of Swift & Company’s
usefulness.
Th e finest meat in the .world wouldn’t do y ou any
good one hundred miles aw ay from your table.
Swift & Company efficiency has made it possible to
place complete lines of products in the smallest and most
remote communities.
T o be sure the work is done w ell Swift & Company,
through its branch houses and c a r routes, brings the meat
to the retail dealer for you.
Swift & Company lays out car routes covering towns
— big, little, medium size— which are not served by a
Swift branch house.
Salesmen find out in advance what is wanted by
the dealers in every town.
Th ey are followed by refrigerator cars loaded with
retailers’ orders, which are delivered at each tow n— fresh,
clean, and sw eet— once or twice each week.
Swift & Company operates a large number of car
routes like this, from fourteen distributing plants.
This is a necessary and natural part of the packers
usefulness. It fits into the industry in an orderly, effective
way. It makes better meat cheaper from one end of
the land to the other.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
#

Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
H. E. Mishou, Manager

f
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OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T
A d v tg .

A. L. Lumbert Esq., was a passenger on Friday night’s train for Boston.
C. W . Starkey has just installed a
motor in his market for grinding bone,
bam burg steak, etc.
Geo. Weller, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
S. Weiler leaves this week for hi
home in California.
The man on the Water Wagon is
satisfied if he is drinking Maple Spring

should go to their homes at once, get tive quarantine in the case of paninto bed without delay and immediate- demic influenza,” Dr. Blue adds, “ but
-precautionary measures may be taken
iy call a physician.
j and should be taken.
Thus far we
T r e a t m e n t of Disease
have
little
information
us
to the sus“ Treatment under direction of a
pectibility
of
children,
but
it
is fair to
physician is simple, but important, con
sisting principally of rest in bed. fresh assume this type of in31u inza mi.,!::
air, abundant food with Dover’s pow spread through a school as easily and
der for the relief of pain. Every ease rapidly as measles, for example.”
The tax bill could be made to help
with fever should be regarded as ser
ious and kept in bed at least until the placing of bonds. As now drawn,
temperature becomes normal.
C011- it does not d( so; in fact, it has the
valesenee requires careful manage contrary effect. It is an attempt to
ment to avoid serious complications, asses.-, large amounts upon a compara
tively small number of concerns and
such as bronchial pneumonia, which,
The richer of these are so
not infrequently may have fatal ter people.
heavily taxed that this source of sub
mination.
During the present out
break in foreign countries the salts of scription, which contributed heavily
quinine and aspirin have been most to the success of the former loans, is
'fakes on consumption
generally used during tin1 acute at well cut off.
tack. the aspirin apparently with would widely distribute the levy,
much success in the relief of symp would draw from a vast majority of
people (who now go unassessed*, but
toms.”
in
so fractional ami painless a man
Because the last pandemic of in
ner
that while vast amounts would lx,*
fluenza occurred more than 25 years
ago. physicians who began to practice easily raised, tin1 tax would not be
medicine since 1S92 have not had per felt and a good percentage of the great
sonal experience in handling a situa earnings of corporations would be tree
tion now spreading through a consid for investment in the new Loan, as
erable part of the foreign world, and they were in previous loans.

In other words, there is undoubted
ly an universal intention to subscribe
as liberally as the means of each will
allow. The decision of the question
ot amount, however, is largely men
tal. If the intending subscriber sees
his assets declining he becomes pes
simistic and is liable to reduce unduly
the amount which he* thinks he can
afford to take.
Another tact presents itself; name
ly. that the lower good securities de
cline, (lie higher the yield in conipeti
tion with Government interest, and
consequently, outside of the patiiotic
impulse, the more inducement there
is to invest in other securities rather
than in Government bonds.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Heated Rooms to Let, at

Mrs.

Nev38tf

F or Sale— A Y o u n g
good condition.
_

Horse

in
438p

ers’, Court «St.

Fa rm

’ hone 212-4.

For Sale— A New Iron Age Potato
Tin* fall schedule on the B. & A.
Digger. Inquire of A. G. Cottle.
got‘s into effect next Monday, Sept.
38tf
;’>(). Trains will
Rooms to L e t No. 12 K e lle ra n S tre e t,
Depart
Arrive
hret* minutes walk to the Square.
or
Van
Buren
From Bangor
Lcterences required.
Cntil Dec 1st 6.25 A. M.
W a n te d — T h re e or F o u r Rooms F o r
12.50 P. M.
12.38 P. M.
light house keeping. With or with
6.44 P. M.
6.41 P. M.
out Furniture, j. n Rhilbrick TeJ
For
Bangor
From Van Buren
98-1 Days.
239
9.14 A. M
9.09 A. M.
For
Sale— Second-hand
4.39 P. M.
pung
and
■water.
4.81 P. M.
single wagon, in good condition.
Mrs. Lillian Baker of Bangor is the
From Fort Kent
for Fort Kent
Tel. 462-1.
337p
11.15 A. M.
guest of her brothers, F. W. and For 5.30 P. M.
est Fleming, for a few days.
F u rn is h e d Rooms to L e t.. Home Con
Enlist in this war against waste with
veniences.
Corner Highland Ave.
Jle iir y (i
I l;mle\
and Pleasant St.
37tf
a' 17 ( 't i»^s S t r e e t ,
a Round Oak Range or Heater from
Beautiful Gowns in P ic tu re
B e l f a s t . M a i n e , w r i t e s u s : **■
’ | a m feeliru:
Hamilton & Grant Co.
R e n t— Mrs. James K i r p a t r i c k ’s
lets h e t t e f anil
think
your
l a l i x •r ( I M
Some of the most exquisite ex
- To
Geo. C. Cary a prominent business
h o m e on G r e e n
T ru e 's K lix e r) saved m y life."
Rhone ring 112amples of the art of the modiste ever
man of St. Johnsbury, Vt.. well known
I'is T r u e ' s L ' l i x e r is a g r e a t m e d i c i n e ,
Li. 2U Green St. Houlton Me
shown in the films will be noticed in
a f a m i l y l a x i t i v e tout w o r m expellee.
It
heie was a ciUer in town Friday.
the new Cecil B. de Mile special pio'eiie- the sto m a ch , moves the how els and
B o a rd in g Place F or S tu d e n ts W a n te d .
With any kind of fuel you are safe
e \|" W w orm '.
S u r p r i s i n g it is h o w m a n y
U rite to Houlton Business College
duction for Artcraft, which is to be
with a Round Oak Range or Heater
or phone 186M
33peel '], h a v e w o r m s . C h i l d r e n s u f f e r a g o n y
Theatre
today.
shown at the Dream
from Hamilton & Grant Co.
,r""i
worms.
Signs or
sym ptom s
of
This photoplay is ••Old Wives for
The S e c u rity M a r k e t
weiai
ate
l-eranged
stomach,
swollen
F o r Sale— 1 H o o v e r Digger, 1 iro n
Mrs. Nora Taber returned home
already appearing to some extent in
New,” pictured by Jennie Muddier
The decline in the stock market, in " t - p e f n o . s o u r s t o m a c h , o f f e n s i v e breath,
Age Digger. 2 Oliver Sulkey Plows,
Saturday from a trip to New York
the
United
States.
For
that
reason
all in good condition.
T o i l a n d f u l l b e l l y U I t h o c c a s s i o n a l KTIPG. A. Hall
son from David Graham Phillip’s
where she purchased new goods.
Dr. Blue is issuing a special bulletin prices and in volume, during the last mg. a a n d p a i n a b o u t t h e n a v e l , p a l ■ f a r e
Co.
novel. The costumes were secured by
33,
week
or
so,
aside
from
the
extent
of
When in Hartland call at Central
for all medical men who send for it.
et
leaden tin '.
e y e s 111 -a \ y
and
dull.
the costume director of the Dusky
Garage for auto supplies. Two blocks
In order to reach physicians of the natural reaction, has been dm* to arti t U M i l l i n g e y e ! i d . M i l l i n g o f t l i e 1H i se, C o m fo r ta b ly F u rn is h e d Rooms F or
studio, Alpharetta Hoffman, and offer
i t c h i n g ot t h e r e c t u m , s h o r t
<1r \
,c o u g h .
rent, only two minutes walk to
country without a day’s delay, how ficial causes and not to any deeply un
south of Bridge.
436p
m i n d i n g of the teeth.
little
red
not only latest, hut advance styles and
Market Square. Apply to C G.
points
favorable
conditions.
Decline
in
con
Miss Emma Hall left Saturday for
ever, Dr. Blue has provided for trans
s t i c k i n g out on t o n g u e , s l a t t i n g
Lunt, TIMES Office.
'luring
models, with beautiful women to wear
dition
of
corn
and
the
unsatisfactory
sleep, s l o w O ' V I .
Providence, R. I. where she will at
mission through the Associated Press
them in the big cafe scenes.
W r i t e US i f y o u w a n ’ t o .
Addr
tend school for the coming year.
New M odern
House F o r Sale on
the following summary of methods for position of the Government railroad
Mike, the shaggy Irish terrier who
contract are. in fact, the only adverse .1. I-’ . T i m e \ - ( ’ o ., A u b u r n . M a i n e .
\\eeks Ave.. six rooms with bath,
Every slice cut just right by Star
control of the disease:
<; et I ' r . T r u e ' s E l i x i r f r o m y o u : dealer
appears with Vivian Martin in Molly
ror particulars inquire of C B
: matters in sight at least, which had
key’s automatic meat slicer.
a t o n. - e .
The
co st js s m a l l .
It
M ethods of C o n tro l
Esters. Main Street.
Entangled” at the Dream Theatre
not alreadv been discounted.
1u ' " i n s a n d r e s t o r e s l a - a l t h. ( m ti l t, e x p e l s
Miss Dorothy Mann leaves this
“ Infectious agent The baccilus inmuri
next Thursday, comes in for a great
week for Holyoke where she will en
•; The success of the Fourth Liberty k e t f o r o v e r tin v e a r s
F o r Sale— 75 acres o f th e Steve Os
buen/.a
of
pfefifer.
deal of attention at the Paramount
borne farm on the west side of the
ter a private school for young ladies.
“ Sources of infections The secre Loan is the one ruling desire of all
studio. Indeed, he might be said to
Houlton Presqut Isle road in Lit
true
Americans,
including
the
entire
j
If you want a nair cut, call at the
C A U T IO N
be the spoiled darling of that institu tions from the nose, throat and res
tleton. James Archibald, Admr.
barber shop; if a saw cut, call at the
financial district, and as, in the judg- j My wife, Lizzie Barks, having left
tion, for his owner, Miss Martin, is a piratory passagos of cases or of car
ment of the managers of the cam-j my tied and hoard without just provo Pigs F o r Sale— I have Some Choice
Saw dentist shop.
riers.
thorough believer in the old saying
cation. I hereby forbid anyone trust
Before buying elsewhere, call at
Chester Pigs ready to deliver Sept
"Incubation
period One to four paign.dt is deemed advisable that ing her on my account after this date.
“ love me love my dog’ and the surest
80th. price $5.00 each.
E. Shirlev
Mrs. Taber’s Highland Ave., and look |
speculation
he
limited,
the
money
sup-|
to her smiles is to bestow a pat days generally two.
JOHN PARKS
Benn. R. F. D. No. 5. Tel. 852-15 '
over her new line of Suits, Coats and %va'
ply
is
being
carefully
restricted
and
Houlton. Me.. Sept. 9. 19ls.
387p _____________________
"Mode of transportation- By direct
or a candy upon Mike. Some confus
238p
the desired effect has apparently been
Dresses.
ion was caused during the filming of contact or indirect contact through
Mrs. Ira G. Hersey and her niece,
F o r Rent A b o u t O cto b e r 1st, D w e llin g
produced.
Underneath all is a very
“ The Trouble Buster” which was Miss the use of handkerchief, common tow
and stable. 79 Court street, all mod
Miss Dilling, left Friday for Washing
strong sentiment regarding securities,
els,
cups,
mess
gear,
or
other
objects
Martin’s previous picture and in
ern improvements. Double windows,
ton, D. C. after spending the summer
and
the
fact
is
impressed
on
many
storm doors, and screens.
L. O.
For Sale— One Large Oak W a rd ro b e
which she was affectionately known contaminated with fresh secretions.
here.
Ludwig.
33$
and one lady’s writing desk.
Mrs.
“ Droplet infection plays an impor ininds that there are scores of good
as “ Mike,” for, whenever she was cal
J.
H.
Kirpatrick
29
Green
St.
Houl
|
stocks
which,
after
war,
will
be
most
This season of the year is when one led, the dog would come bounding in tant part.
to n Aim
F a rm to Rent, V /2 M ile s F ro m L it tl e enjoys drinking Maple Spring Water. to the scene regardless of whether In*
“ Period of communicability--As long desirable to hold, inasmuch as they
ton Sta.. I l l acres. 100 cleared. For
Its good for the health. Leave your was entering a “ set" or not. In fact, as the person harbors the causative or are the issues of eminently successful W a n te d — at once, sh ip knee m a ke rs
particulars inquire of Mrs. Arthur
for work on the Ashland Branch B.
: companies in the richest country in
orders at the TIM E S Office.
Bell at 58 Military St. Tel. 255W.
he seemed to know when the camera ganism in the respiration tract.
A A. R. II. Apply to H. \V. Rich
832p
“ Method of control (A ) The infect 'the world; and further, that they art*
W . C. Clifford and family returned man was grinding, and to try to get
ards.
];>9
selling below real value, either for
ed
individual
and
his
environment.
home Saturday from an automobile “ into pictures.”
His efforts are re
Found: A Indy’s Watch nnd Chain, F o r Sale— T h e A u g u sta E. C h a d w ic k
“ Recognition of the disease— By P<*a“ e or war cornlRions.
trip to New Hampshire and Mas- warded
in “ Molly
Entangled.” in
homestead, on corner Park and Fair
() vmu may have sane by proving
sacusetts.
streets, including house, barn, and
which he is given a rather prominent clinical manifestations and bacteriolo | With these facts in mind, there will
property and paying for this ad.
line corner lot. about one acre in
; be, as there has been, considerable in
frresh Oysters three times a week part which he carries off with credit. gical findings.
289p
all.
Jas. Archibald. Executor.
“
Isolation---Bed
isolation
of
infect
vestment buying and conservative
Winsome Billie Burke is to appear
served in any style by Geo. Campbell,
j For R e n t— U p-stairs te n e m e n t, on F a ir
ed
individuals
during
the
course
of
the
semi-investment
buying
outside
of
the
successor to Russell, Union Sq.
338 at the Dream Theatre on Friday in
j St. Inquire of Orrin Hayward, or of F o r Sale— Registered H o ls te in B u ll 3
disease. Screens between beds are to Controlled money zone.
This may, j Archie Hanson on the premises,
years old. gentle to handle.
No
Miss Eva Flight of Providence, R. her latest Paramount picture, “ Eve’s
better in Aroostook. I have 9 of his
and probably will, have the effect of
89tf
I. who has been visiting the Misses Daughter." This is an adaption by bo recommended.
Daughters.
Have purchased
a
“ Immunization Vaccines are used marking up prices in a gradual and
Effie and Emma Hall returned home Margaret TurnbuL of Alicia Ramsey’s
jB a n k Book No. 7714 is R eported Lost
young one to take his place: will
orderly manner, which will be the
play of that name which was produced with only partial success.
this notice is given in order that a
sell cheap. Geo. C. Goodall. OakSaturday.
"Quarantine-—-None; impracticable. best thing that could happen to give j duplicate hook my be issued. Houlfield. Me.
JStf
on Broadway this year with Grace
, See Mrs. Taber’s new line of
“ Goncurrent disinfection-- The dis cheerful zest to Loan subscriptions. ■ ton Savings Bank. Houlton. Sept.
George as the star.
The excellent
ladies’ Suits, Coats, Dresses, etc., just
I 21. RMS.
;;;>9 F o r Sale or F or R e n t— Six Room
cast includes Thomas Meighan. who, charges from the mouth, throat, nose
It is quite evident that the offering
arrived. Prices lower than elsewhere.
house on Columbia Street, with
it will be remembered, appeared with and other respiratory passages.
of the new Liberty Loan, in the face F o r Sale— A Ford T o u r in g Car, Run
bath room and hot and cold water.
Starkey’s meat slicer Just puts the Miss Burke in “ The Land of Promise."
“ Terminal,
disinfection- Thorough of a declining stock market, would 1 only 2■>>>>> miles, shock absorbers ex
Newly painted, papered and Kaltra tubes 1 new fire, will lie sold at
finishing touch on smoked beef, bacon “ The Mysterious Miss T erry” and oth cleansing, airing a id sunning.
somined
throughout.
Possession
The have a much more retarding effect up a ba rgain. Apply to S.
Bennett.
immediately. E. L. Cleveland Com
etc.
ers, William Riley Hatch, Florence causative organism is short-lived out on subscriptions than could possibly
d irh a r.
A Co.
189
pany.
238
Christian Science services held each Flynn, Lionel Atwill. Mary Navaro side of the host.
[•('suit from the conservative use of
1
Lost—
Two
Parcels
and
a
cake
of
Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, and others. The story deals with the
“ (B ) - General measure -The
at funds in a gradually ad wincing mar
I i’ulm Olive Miap wen* placed in a F a rm F o r Sale— 160 Acres, 43 A cres
Sept. 29th, Subject. “Reality.” All are sudden emancipation of a girl from tendant of the case should wear a ket.
tillage, excellent potato land, good
j Ford car in front of Rurington's
wood lot, good buildings, 2V£ miles
welcome.
store.
by
mistake,
one
Saturday
the restraints of a strict father and gauso mask, During epidemics per
This refers not to effect upon stockto village and railroad. Price only
night
recently.
Will
the
party
own
Tired M o th e rs .
It's hard work to the rather disastrous results which sons should avoid crowded assembl market operators, but to the rank and
$3500. A rare bargain, for sale by
ing the ear please leave the articles
L. H. Brooks Real Est. Agent, South
take care of children and to cook, follow, with a happy ending, however. ages, street cars and the like. Educa fib* of business people distributed
at the TIMES Office.
189p
tion as regards the danger of promis
sweep, wash, sew and mend besides.
Paris,
Me.
everywhere through the country, who
W a n te d — A Y o u n g W o m a n f o r Office
cuous coughing and spitting.
Pat
Tired mothers should take Hood's
are either carrying more or less loans
work, one who has some experience Nice F a rm , ove r 200 Acres, f o r sale,
ients, because of the tendency to tip'
Sarsaparilla— it refreshes the blrod,
on stocks with their local banks or
and writ.-.-- a good business hand,
the “Kit Perkins” place two miles
development
of bronchopneumonia,
improves the appetite, assures restful
if familiar with stenography, so
from town, new buildings and nice
have the stocks in their boxes paid
much the better. Good opening for
orchard, land more than half mow
sleep, and helps in many ways.
Surg. Gen. Blue E x p la in s S y m p to m s should be treated in well ventilated, for. occasionally using them as col
reliable woman. For particulars see
ing: 30 head of cattle and five
warm rooms.
and C o n tro l o f Disease
lateral for business loans. If the mar
H. W. Richards, if absent, see Mr.
horses; farm tools and crops. Be“ The present outbreak of influenza ket were allowed to decline drastical
Bennett at G. W. Richards A Co.
loni Bouchard. R. F. D. 4 SkowheF IE L D 8 O F U S E F U L N E S S
Surg. Gen. Blue of the public health may be controlled to more or less ex
gan, Me.
437p
189
ly,
tin*
amount
that
such
business
peo
The good physician occupies a field service has made a telegraphic sur
tent only by intelligent action on the ple would subscribe for would be very
of great usefulness in the world. No vey to determine the extent of Span
p8 rt of the public.
disturbingly reduced as they saw the
one questions this, and no one would ish influenza in the United States.
“
There
is
no
such
thing
as
an
effecvalue of their collaterals declining.
think of eliminating him.
Gen. Blue has found there was a sharp
It is equally true that the good pro-; outbreak at Fort Morgan, near Mobile,
NOTICE TO
prietary medicine occupies as wide a 1Ala., in August, and at about the same
field of usefulness, not only because it time a tramp steamer arrived at New18 convenient and economical, but al- port News with almost the entire
so because it is always most careful- crew prostrated. Philadelphia posted
ly compounded from the best quality a few cases some four weeks ago, and
O U R
N K
L I N E
O K
Of ingredients, by th£ same processes a few have been reported from New
and by the same experienced chem- York. The Boston outbreak was reists, which gives it an advantage over ported Sept. 11, since when the panthe ordinary prescription in uniform- ^emic has appeared at New Lcndon,
R K A
I) Y
X
()
\Y
lty of strength, quality and effect.
while New Orleans has not wholly es
Anyone who reads the letters that -ap0(p
voluntarily tell of cures effected by
“The disease is caracterized by sudm y 1 1 11 i ' a‘ M I V f n m l 1 11st i i mt 1v<* t y p < m o f
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, even when every (len onset," said Dr. Blue, in a
lor-, m i l l M i i »h r o o m s . T o i | i i i - - . E t c . o f \ V | other means of. relief .--other medi- statement to the .Associated Press,
lliitti'm B lu sh t o m h iim t ions am i M 'I h u h
cines, hospital treatment and phvsi- “People are stricken on the streets,
sui t o fa 11mm l l o o k t l i . ' m ' o v r r - --- --clan s prescriptions - have been ex- while at work in factories, shipyards,
hausted, cannot but be convinced of offices or elsewhere. First there is a
its great value.
chill then fever with temperature from
The benefit derived from its use for io i, to 108, headache, backache, rcl
the diseases and run-down conditions dening and running of the eyes,.pains
for which it is recommended, has been ami a(.hes all over the body and gem rinestimable in thousands of cases.
al prostration.
Persons so atteked L , .
■.■.•.■.VJ,/ / A W J ^ V W W W / A W . V W

DREAM THEATRE

SAVED MY LIFE
SAYS MAN IN MAINE

CLASSIFIED ADS

j

INFLUENZA HITS
SEVERAL STATES

Holstein Breeders

all millinery

S I N C O C K ’S

1

,

to he held in
T h e best w ay to save flour
is to use only the highest
quaUty for all the baking
you do.
It means “good
luck,” less waste and real
economy in food value.
M y choice of all flours is
W IL L IA M
TELL.
The
rich limestone soil o f the
Miami Valley in Ohio which
grow s the wheat from which
W I L L I A M T E L L is made,
gives i t a delicious flavor and
wonderful baking qualities*
It takes the ache out of
bake and puts the flavor in.

your grocer fo r
W IL LIA M TELLr—and
insist upon getting it.
Ask

sdsi’icton, N. B.
October 2, 3 and 4
Under the auspices »>f the Fredericton Park As.-ociat:on

to U. S. Food
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2.25 Trot and Paee
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2.17 Trot and Paee

2 . 1 8 Trot and
Free-for-all

2 . 1 5 Trot and Paee

the State record over all
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and
third

honest th o' v .lav ’.’.'ey’ d record (157 d 1 pounds of butter in
thirty days tor a Junior three vear nidi.
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VISITORS APS ALWAYS WELCOME

$1900 in P u r s e s
Don't forget the dateMake tlie trip by auto down
the beautiful St. Join River.
.
.
.
.
.

H o u r

i 1Y

HUGH

O’NEIL,

Secretary

Summit Lumber Company
D a v id s o n ,

M a in e
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C. F. Ayer of Waterville, Me. is i n i they must obey the rules, and unless ■not issued until after the most of last better terms to growers than the one
they do their licenses will be revok-1 year’s crop was marketed, so this who grades closely and returns a conedjyear is the first time that the New i siderable quantity of culls to the
Three weeks ago The Produce , Jersey growers and shippers have had grower.”
News sent a representative to the ,to comply with them.
Those who
The attitude of the Food Adminispotato districts of New Jersey and as j have not been grading properly have tration seems to be that the rules will
was a passen
a result of his investigation printed ' fciven a* an excuse their unfamiliarity be in force this year, and if drastic
IMPORTANT NOTICE
g e r on Monday's train for Boston.
a story showing that many shippers with the requirements, the scarcity of action is necessary to enforce them
TO SUBSCRIBERS Mrs. Geo. Lenfest of Oldtown is the The marriage of Harold F. Weiler. of potatoes were ignoring the govern- ( labor and the unfamiliarity of men such action, even to the revocation of
The government has just issued to;guest of her daughter, Mrs. Jason son of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Weiler of ment regulations regarding grading, with handling the machine graders. I licenses, will he taken.
all newspapers drastic rules which it Hassell.
In the report that Mr. Markell made
this town, and Miss Lillian Short of Immediately after this article ap-1 explained to scores of shippers exIs hoped will reduce the consumption ! Miss Annie Glass of Washington, I). Boston, took place at St. Joseph's peared a Government inspector was artI-v "'hat tin' rules are and opened to Washington he gave the names of
newspaper at least 15 per cent.
! ( ’. is the guest of the Misses Porter Church on Aug. MS, 101S.
sent to inquire into conditions.
He . man} hags of potatoes and pici<<*(l out shippers who were, intentionally or
on Court St.
vert undersized.
One of these rules is as follows:
Mr. Weiler is a Houlton boy and is spent several days in Mercer. Mon- 'those that were
These unintentionally, violating the grading
James
G.
Finn
is
rapidly
recovering
demonstrations
wert watched care- rules. These shippers were warned
j
mouth
and
Middlesex
Counties,
visit“ No pub lish er may continue sub
in the employ of J. P. Manning Co. of
scrip tio n s a fte r three m onths a fte r from an operation for appendicitis at Boston, as a traveling representative, J iug shipping stations and inspecting fully and the attitude of thus* who bv wire that they must obey the
date o f e xpira tio n, unless subscrip- the Madigan Hospital.
and they will reside in Portland, I potatoes already loaded in cars for witnessed them convinced me that rules and the present trip is being
Frank Daggett of Bangor was in where Mr. Weiler makes his head |movement. He then reported to head most of them wen* eager to obey the
ffo n s are renewed and paid fo r.”
made to learn if these warnings have
town Monday on business connected quarters.
quarters
in Washington
verifying rules.”
been heeded.- Produce News.
This rule compels us to change our
with the B. & A. R. R.
The TIMES joins with many friends every statement made in The News.
whole policy regarding subscriptions.
-Mr. Markell added that he found
B. E. Webber of Milo was a busi in extending congratulations.
He found that some shippers were considerable jealousy among the ship
W e have always allowed a reason
A d a p ta b le
ness caller in town Monday and met
disregarding
grading and were there pers in New Jersey. The small ship
able credit to subscribers but now we
“
Your
wife
manages to turn out
many of his old friends.
by gaining an unfair advantage over pers said that if the larger dealers
must adopt the paid in advance sys
tasty dishes.”
Wilford Fullerton. Treasurer of the | The fatalities occurring at ('amp their more scrupulous competitors.
tem. W e must put this in force just
could evade the grading rules the lit
“ She does.”
Houlton
Trust Co. is confined to the j Devenw from the epidemic of influen
The man who made the investiga tle fellows would be put out of busi
as soon as possible. To save the time
“ And yet sin* sticks closely to meat
and expense of sending out hundreds house with a severe cold.
za includes another Houlton boy who tion for the government was E. L. ness, while tin* big dealers said that less and wheatless days."
Geo. C u m m i n g s left Tuesday to re joined the National Army in July.
Markell. supervising inspector of the the complaints against them were
of bills we ask all subscribers to see
“ Yes, she’s very Hooversatile.”
to i t that their subscription is paid sume his studies, and Arthur Whitney I Maurice O'Donnell aged 22 years, Bureau of Markets for this district. made by tin* small dealers who were
up to date or In advance. On the la- j to enter at Bowdoin College*,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robt. O'Donnell, He has started on another inspec envious of tin* larger business done
bel of your paper Is the date to which l Mrs K_ K i ) nm an of Winterport. was well known in this section where tion tour of the potato sections of by their more successful competitors.
by a high
it Is paid. Look it up and if you are j
i s the Kuest of her sister, Mrs. C. he had worked for many of the differ- New Jersey accompanied
” 1 found that some of the small
official
of
the
Food
Administration.
not paid .up to date, kindly call or send ;
tlrant fhr a short visit,
|ent farmers in this and others towns.
dealers were wavering as to whether
And if they find conditions the same
in your remittance for another year.
GCo. McIntyre, baker for Forgie He was a young man of exemplary
they should continue to grade prop
as they were a week ago when Mr.
This is the order of the government
character
and
his
many
friends
hen*
Bros, at Presque Isle, spent the week
erly or should adopt the tactics of
and it m ust be followed.
will grieve to learn of his untimely Markell spent several days in New some of the larger dealers, and try
end in town with his family.
Jersey, drastic action will be taken
death.
to evade the regulations.” said Mr.
Gen’l Manager L. S. Black of the
The Fall term of the University of
His body was expected this Tuesday and revocation of licenses is certain. Markell, “ and I so reported. It would Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co. started Mon
from Gamp Devens, with funeral ser
Maine, will open on Sept. 30, 1918.
Before starting on the present trip do a great deal of harm if the im
day for Boston on a business trip.
vices to be held probably Wednesday. Mr. Markell told Tin* Produce News pression should spread that the rules!
Miss Dorothy Cooper of Montreal is |
Mrs. Thos. McLaughlin of Bangor,
His father, mother, a sister and that on his previous visit he had are intended only for the small deal-,
the guest of her school friend. Miss j
spent Monday with Mrs. Dennis Shee brother survive him to which the deep- ' found conditions exactly
described firs and that the larger shippers can
Jean Mansur.
I
han on her return from Limestone.
est sympathy is extended.
j in The Produce
News three weeks evade them. Naturally, the shipper j
C. H. Judkins, secretary for Supt. i
Sam'l A Bennett of the G. W. Rich
ago. In other words, many shippers who does not grade properly can offer
McMann of the B. # A. R, R. is enjoy
ards & Co. concern, arrived home Sat|were
making little or no effort to
ing a vacation about town.
j
jurday from an automobile trip to Bos
Local buyers are paying $3.3(1 per ■properly grade their potatoes, and the
Beginning Monday. Sept. 23rd. all ton.
barrel which is $2.(Ml per 100 lbs., and impression seemed to lie general that
I
the offices In the County Court House J
j Burnham Sewall and Clement J. many are being hauled. The quality the Food Administration would not
will close, every day, at 5 P. M.
I
i Harrigan
left Monday for Boston continues excellent, while the price try to enforce the regulations this
Frank Sleeper a graduate of H. H. where they will enter Tufts Dental
Tuesday is a drop of 2o cents from yea r.
S. left Saturday for Brunswick, Me., School.
Monday, on account of the* amount
” 1 made the trip at the request of
where he will enter Bowdoin College.
Robt. Wilkins left Tuesday after coming in.
the Food Administration,” said Mr.
Phil McIntyre and Clarence Yerxa noon for Boston to spend a few days
The Produce Nows says:
Markell, “ which issued the grading
left Monday for Brunswick where they with his father, before resuming his
There was a sharp falling off in re ; order and which has charge of its enwill
enter the Bowdoin Medical studies at Colby
As a result of several
j eeipts this week from Jersey, as dig- i forcement.
jschool.
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Hetnore and son, ging is pretty well through. The rainy J days spent in Middlesex and Mercer
Ambrose H. Varney a member of Richard, accompanied by Miss Etta weather prevented State and Pennsyl- , Counties and in the Freehold section,
the National Army, stationed at Camp Robinson, returned home
Saturday vania sections from digging, hence the I made a written report and I later
supply was barely equal to the demand. j went to Washington and made a verDevens, has been spending a short from an outing at Grand Lake,
furlough here.
and Mrs. Elmer Currie arrived The situation is intensified by large bal report and certain recommendaMiss Adra Hodgins, daughter of in town by autoomihle last Thursday orders for the Army and Navy and tions. 1 personally inspected cars in
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Hodgins, who Kas having driven from Dorchester, Mass, prices advanced during the week. Jer- Middlesex and Mercer Counties which
M O N D A Y , S E P T E M B E R 23
been visiting friends in Bangor, has where Mr. Currie is employed by sey Giants sold $4.10 on Tuesday. I had 25 and 40 per cent potatoes under
advanced
to
$4.25
on
Wednesday
and
sized
and
defective.
The
defective
returned home.
M A C K S E N N E T T C O M ED Y
Woolworth & Co., after a short visit
Miss Fern Merritt who has been here with relatives Mr. Currie ex again on Friday to $4.50, closing firm. potatoes were due to the grubby con
SEVEN PEARLS
spending her vacation at home, left pects to go to Providence, R. I. for Jersey round stock worked out at dition of considerable of the stock in
1
TOTO C O M ED Y
$4.50 and 4.75 per 150-lb. bag, while these counties. A machine grader of
Thursday for Washington, D. C. to re the same concern.
the 11-peck bags brought $4.75 at the course merely grades for size and will
sume her work.
Win. J. Paul of this town who has
T U E S D A Y , S E P T E M B E R 24
close.
let grub-eaten potatoes through, and
Mrs. Roy Niles has accepted a posi been with the Canadian Army in the
Maine potatoes are arriving more they may be picked out by hand. 1
tion as book keeper for the E. E. Signal Corps since 1914, has been as"O L D W I V E S FOR N E W . " $75,000
freely and sold $4.50 and 4.65 at first found conditions at Freehold slightly
Wentworth Corp. at their Houlton sgned to a school in England as in
of the week, but advanced to grade better than in Middlesex and Mercer
worth of gowns used in this production.
branch on Bangor St.
structor in telegraphy, “ Billy” has
Long Island potatoes arriving spar owing to the fact that the ravages of
Miss Jean Dickison and Miss Mar been wounded several times since go ingly and working out at $5 on 165- the grub around Freehold have no
W E D N E S D A Y , S E P T E M B E R 25
guerite Astle, left the first of the ing over and has only recently been lb. bags, while some jobbing sales been excessive.
discharged
from
the
hospital.
week for Boston, where they will en
R U T H R O L A N D in "Counterfeit Clues"
were at $5.15 and 5.25. Very few
“ 1 found complaints that some grow
ter the Sargent school.
State and Pennsylvania potatoes com ers and shippers who use grading ma
Another Lonesome Luke Comedy
Ml&s May Colson of Providence. R.
ing as yet, and those are rarely grad chines run them so rapidly that they
Pathe Colograpb. "Springtime on the
3
I. who has been visiting friends in
The common school teachers of ed close enough to exceed $4.65 at d did not do tin* work and the potatoes,
Riviera."
Houlton fo r the past three weeks has ' Houlton, are requested to meet at the 4.75 per 165-lb. sack. Small lots of while run through the grader, had not
"returned to her home.
High School building on Saturday Southern notatoes coming, but are been really graded. Some of the larT H U R S D A Y , S E P T E M B E R 26
next
at 2 P. M. Sept. 28.
Miss Iva Jackins left, Thursday for
irregular in quality and sold fi3 and|^0S{ shippers said that they frequentD A L L U T H E R D A Y . An autographed
On Thursday, Sept. 26. the teachers 4.50 bbl. Only t.he finest Delaware |jy bought cars of potatoes which they
Skowhegan, Maine, after
spending
photograph of Mr. Luther given to each
the summer here with her parents, of the Houlton High School are re potatoes brought the higher figure.
|never saw, but which they accepted
quested to meet at the High School __________
Mr: and Mrs. Kendall Jackins.
person present. Last local appearance.
'on the statement of the growers and
they asked for a ruling as to their
Leland McElwee left Friday to re building at 2 P. M.
V I V I A N M A R T IN in "N o lly Entangled"
town packing the household goods of
Mrs. Sanders for shipment.
Mrs. F. It. Smith has sold her resi
dence on Elm St. to John F. Niles, and
he will take possession Oct. Ml.

—

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

WEILER-SHORT

j

MAURICE O’DONNELL

J

NO SUNDAY RIDE?
NEVER M IND WHAT YOU SAVE
ON GASOLENE
YOU CAN SPEND

ON B. F. A. CIGARSSWEET SMOKE

SATISFACTION FOR SIX CENTS

POTATOES

M O V IN G

PICTURE

CARNIVAL
t

DAY

2

n d

DAY

r d

DAY

TEACHERS’ MEETINGS

POTATOES MUST BE GRADED;

sume his service In the Naval Reserve
.a t Newport, R. I. after a ten days fur
lough In town with his mother.

FRED D. DEASY

S H IP P E R S

WHO

EVADE

R U L E S ! rPSponsi,)ility for the proper grading

in these cars. The Food
' o f Po ta to ,‘s
Administration has made this ruling
The death of Private Fred D. Deasy
Potato shippers in New Jersey who which of course is that the shipper is
P. H. Tarbell of Smyrna Mills was at Camp Devens, which occurred last
have
been evading the Food Adminis responsible, and as a protection for
week
has
caused
profound
sorrow
In town Monday, and returned with
tration’s
rules regarding grading are himself should personally inspect all
among
his
townspeople.
his son who has been at the Aroos
Word was received here late Thurs under strict surveillance and several cars unless he knows that the grower
took Hospital, and Is very much Im
day of his illness, and his mother and of them are likely to hear something Is absolutely reliable and will sort and
proved.
grade according to the rules.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Marston of sister left on the evening train for unpleasant within the next few days,
“ The rules regarding grading were
the
Camp,
only
to
be
turned
back
at
They
have
been
officially
warned
that
Portland, were In town by auto last
Northern
Maine
Jet.,
when
a
wire
an(
mmammm—mmmmi
week, the guests of Mrs. Marston’s
brother, L. H. Brockaway on Main nounced that he was dead, his body '
reached Houlton Monday noon ac
Street.
companied by a military escort.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Private Deasy left Houlton in July
Lee Smith of La Habra, Cal., former
to take up his duty as a soldier and on
l y of this town, will be sorry to learn
reaching Camp Devens was assigned
of the death of their son, Herschel
to Co. C No. 35 Machine Gun Company
Smith, having been accidentally shot
During Potato Digging time m a n y
and was progressing nicely in his
by a playmate.
large potatoes will be uncovered who
work when he was stricken with pneu
will find the largest one?
John F. Law who is connected with monia. His age was about 30 years.
I will give $10.00 to the farmer who
the well known firm of W. H. Mosely
To his bereaved parents and othe'
brings to my store the largest potato
A Co. Boston shoe dealers, is in town relatives the deepest sympathy of the
during the potato harvest.
on his annual vacation and is being community is extended.
All potatoes must be weighed and
welcomed by his many friends.
plainly tagged with owner's name and
Funeral services were held Tuesday
will be on exhibition in my window.
Averil Byron and Wendall Ruth of morning from St. Mary’s Church, atLlnneus who are in the Naval service, j tended by a larg< number of towns- :
on the U. S. S. Seattle, arrived home people.
Friday on a seven days furlough and.
The B. P. O. E. Lodge of which he
were calling on friends in Houlton was a member attended in a body and
Union Square
'M y Clothiers”
Houlton, Maine
Friday*
followed his remains to the grave,
Mrs. O. M. Smith who has been ill i Mr. Deasy being the first member of
at their summer home at Nickerson the order to give up his life for his
Lake, has so far recovered as to be country, their Flag carrying 35 stars
able to return home and is gaining for service.
daily, much to the gratification of her
W I L L G E T IN T O T R O U B L E
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Dream
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TRY TO GET IN

B. S. Green Bro./\ Company

many friends.

MRS. ANGELINE PARKS

The alleys at the Elks Club are
The death- of Mrs. Angeline (L in 
being put in condition for the fall coln) Parks, widow of the late Na
bowling campaign. Messrs Fox, Lunt thaniel Parks, of Richmond, N. B ,

ewelry N o v e ltie s

and Newell are. on the committee and occurred on Tuesday la*d at the home
they intend to develop some bowling of her daughter, Mrs. L. S. Purington
talent before winter.
with whom Mrs. Parks has made her
On Thursday evening there will be
a meeting of the county committee of
the Fourth Liberty Loan, at the Snell
House, when Harry A. Rounds, the
state chairman, will be present and
address the members.
„ Among the 1100 young men who
graduated from the Summer Training
school at Annapolis, Md. was Harris
B. McIntyre, who has arrived home
for a short leave with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. B. B. McIntyre.
Mr. F. H. Colwell of St. John, N. B.
accompanied by his sister, Mrs. W. S.
Ferris, of St. John and Mrs. Howard
Springer of Watervllle, N. B. were
guests last week, of Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Manuel, Franklin Ave.

home for the past few years, she had
not been in the best of health for the
past few years, recently sustaining a
paralytic shock, at the age of 78.
Mrs. Parks was particularly devot
ed to her home but found time for
participation In activities that made
for the betterment of the community.
She was a woman of kindly heart and
was a devoted member of the First
Baptist church, of Houlton.
Mrs.
Parks was loved by hosts of friends
and her death removes from many
circles one whose place will be held
In memory by all who knew those qual
ities of mind and heart.
There
survives
two daughters,
Mrs. L. S. Purington, of Houlton and
Mrs. Blanche Fraser, of Watertown,
Mass, a son, Charles, of Richmond,
and a brother, Elisha Lincoln, who
lives in the west.
Funeral services were held from

Lewis Smith, field director of Red
Cross in Maine, . was in town last
week, and visited some of the auxil
iaries to Southern Aroostook Chapter.
He also met a number of business the home of Mrs. Purington, Thursday
men and talked over the work before afternoon, Rev. Henry C. Speed, of the
Ahis chapter. ’ First Baptist church officiating.
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HERE IS SOMETHING SO PAR
T IC U L A R L Y ' A T T R AC T I V E
ABOUT OUR W IN D O W DISPLAY
T H A T VISITORS IN V A R IA B L Y STOP
TO ADMIRE OUR SHOWING AND
NATURALLY
STEP
INSIDE T O
P U R C H A S E . .....................................
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JEW ELRY, CUT GLASS, S ILV E R 
W A R E AND E VE RY TH IN G ELSE
U SU A LLY FOUND IN FIRST-CLASS
JE W E LR Y STORES...........................

W e H ave the Best
in the Floral Line

I. D. P e r r y
Jew eler and Optometrist

Houlton, Maine

C h a d

w i c k - - F l o r i s t

C onservatories 16 H ig h Street, H oulton
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THE DOOM OF GERMANY

SUPPRESS THE PEACE FAKIRS

In order to justly understand Ger
There is now absolute confidence in
many’s moves from now on, we must
the ultimate downfall of Germany.
This confidence prevailing in the have grounded in us the fact that un
eivllized world finds its reflection in less we win an absolute mili.ary vic
the opposite effects among the forces tory followed by unconditional sur
of evil, and is shown (if we may be- render of the whole Hun force, GerHere reports) in some weakening of!many will have won the war.
German morale, which is slowly com-, Germany’s campaign for the capture

tion will show a safe credit balance in'now, by operation of the draft, will
time.
soon be rapid. The deficit will, we
But even so, it would then, if large think, be rapidly met through
through the
the
‘ifntinn mainprofits were earned (any more than same processes of substitution,
now with a deficit), hardly be possible ly of women, as have been employed
from these facts alone to draw con- in the past year or so. There is one
elusions as to the merits or demerits
of Government ownership, as some
have tried to do. A better test will
be the results of running the roads
during the twenty-one months after
peace, during which Government possession continues. Then it may be the
leading policy to run the roads for
profit.
Mr. McAdoo is understood now to
have only one object as general direc
tor; namely, to give the Nation the
best transportation service for win
ning the war that human energy and

The Security Owners’ Committee which the Victory bonds of that coun
has asked for the co-operation of j try have been brought to sell at a preDirector-General
....
Director-General McAdoo in -securing'
*
6611 brough
,
uring ( mium above the issue price.
an adjudication upon the
questions
This is the most important move
at issue.
which has been taken to place the
A B e tt e r Basis f o r L ib e r t y Bonds
campaign for the Fourth Liberty Loan
other method, that of cutting down
With a directness and clear grasp on a smooth-working basis. If, as a
production— not of war-needed proof the situation which has heretofore rflsult (he prJcG 0f previous issues is
duction, but of the less essential
characterized the moves of the Score- rajsed to around par, the new loan
things used by the civil population,tary of the Treasury
undeP
Treasuryon important oe- j should go with j)rospef.ts
a
Many things are not needed.
They easions. Mr. McAdoo has asked Conhave still always, up to this time, been gress for immediate action which will vlgorous (aniPaign, of an early, successful closing.
obtainable, but at steadily increasing make the Fourth Liberty Bonds more
prices. It would be far better if the attractive than any higher interest
“ The Bache Review
country would cut them out altogeth rate would do, and at the same time
er— if economy of use could be estab will raise the second and third issues
A single bitter word may disquiet
lished drastically.
of Liberty bonds to around their is the home for a whole day, but like
It has not been. The rich have cut sue price of par.
unexpected flowers which spring up
off luxuries, but the rank and file,
This is to be accomplished by grant- along our path full of freshness and
earning more money than ever before, ing to these bonds a certain amount of beauty «o do kind words and gentle
have continued and are continuing to release from the payment by holders 1acts and sweet dispositions make glad
spend it. It m< y lie that we shall have of them, of the surtax on incomes the home where peace and blessings
to come to restricted use of every- and of the excess profits tax and war dwell. The heart will turn lovingly
ingly
thing by law, as we have in the use of profits tax, ano also, if possible*, by toward it from all the tumults of the
food. The response to food restric- controlling the purchase and sale* of weirld, anel home, “ be it ever sohum-

munlcatlng itself from Germany’s of Paris and the Channel ports has
fighting forces to the German popu failed. From now on a military vic
She is at
lace, in the degree to which the latter tory is impossible for her.
present
endeavoring
to
hold
her de
is becoming enlightened as to the
fenses
on
the
Western
front,
while
facts.
The facts are that the enormous re  she starts her peace campaign. If she
sources of America, the greatest in can make peace by giving up all the
the world, in men, money, food and other ground she has taken and re
w ar essentials, are now flowing over tains her hold on Russia and the Bal
to engulf the Hun, and will continue kans, she will have won the war and
have placed herself in position to re
to do so to an unlimited extent.
But, perhaps, the most impressive cover and organize a greater war lat motive power can give, irrespective of
fact which has penetrated the thick er in the century. If she is allowed the cost or the -eturns from freight
arrogance of the German military to do this civilization is doomed, un and passenger rates. His policy for
the railroads is "to win the war at any
commanders and the rank and file of less the whole opposing world re
cost"- - and if it costs money to get
their forces, is the splendid fighting mains on a war basis.
labor, if it costs money to get more tion has beenwidespread and
marked all Liberty bonds on some such plan hie." will be* the elearest
Even while it is unsettled whether
qualities of the American soldier. The
motive power and fuel to carry food bymuch loyalty. The*re* islittle n*aas was adopted by Canada through! the sun.
she
can
stabilize
her
Western
front
demonstration came first early last
and munitions and hundreds of thou- son to doubt that the* wheile* country — —
mmh m
m
m
mmMMMMMMmmmmm m
June, when the Americans
were and ward off disaster there during the
restrieUed use of
thrown hurriedly into the battle in next eight weeks of fighting weather, |*saT1(ls of troops every eveek to seaboard would respond to
and these costs produce deficits month things all along the* line-- ('specially if
the neighborhood of Chateau Thierry she has begun the peace offensive
by month, then these sums arc* to be the* Government pointed the way by
through
the
stupid,
involved,
and
pure
and when their magnificent fighting
considered
only parts of the big ex the* finger of Law.
and far-reaching success came like the ly Germanic statements of Burian and
penditures
necessary
to keep the Ger |i R a ilro a d C o n tra c t U n a cce pta b le to
breaking of the sun through black Czernin. We must meet this peace
mans going and to get our armies to j
S e c u rity O w n e rs
clouds to hearten and enthuse the war offensive by hissing into silence eve

spot

PERUNA

Berlin.

hardened veterans of Great Britain ry miserable pacifist in the United
j It is to be* regretted that the* clause's
and France, and especially to give ad States. PI very proposition of the in Good Results of G o v e rn m e n t R ailroad ■in the railroad contract, to which the ^
C o n trc I
ded confidence to the great command triguing German leaders and the sick
j Financial Committee* of Se*curity Own - ;
While the Director General places |ers obj(*cts as •‘unsatisfactory and un-!
er Foch, in formulating his counter ly pleas of the German propagandists
offensive which has since been so con must be spurned and stamped upon. war-service first, he makes service to j acceptable" should be* insiste*d upon [
This week 13 million able-bodied, the public second where* that does not I by the* Governmemt. This eommitee* |
tinuously successful.
brainy
Americans an irresistible force, interfere* with the* first. This service* j rt'allv represemts the most substantial;
Mr. Otto Kahn, who has recently re
turned from France and a visit to the are registering their names for the de is to be* rendered at the lowe*st cost jpart of the* real railroad investors of :
American front, says of this episode: fense of Liberty and the complete consiste*nt with fair wages to employ ; the* Unite'd State's, the* savings banks, i
“It is a soul-stirring story— the downfall of the powers of darkness. ees and s<*lf-support to the* Govern jthe* insurance* companies, and a gre*at
story of that relatively small Ameri The millions who are not registered memt. If the* presemt rate*s for ser |army of dependent , modest owners, j
steadfastly set. their faces vice* me not sufficient for that, they I The'se* ask simple* justice* in reepmsting
can force, rushing forward at a very must
:
I
critical moment and turning the tide against the lying, underhanded, peace will he* increaseel. If they are* more* j that the* spirit and the* le*tter of the j
by throwing itself upon the enemy offensive of the enemy, so that the than sufficiemt them the*y will lie* low ; President's proclamation be* adhered'
with irresistible dash and bravery. sacrifices of the men who are called ered. But that is a matter which can do in the draft of the* contract.
Tin* j
only be deeided ve*rv much later on.
W hen the full account of the war shall not have been in vain.
vital points which are* still the subject i
In the import of sevem months' ope*Victory is in sight afar off. By next
comes to be written, it will, I believe,
of controversy re-st upon the* legal
be found that that action, in its psy spring the forces and the resources of ration under Governmemt administra I construction of the act of Congress
chological and strategic consequences, the Allies will be so great that the tion, Mr. Me*Adoo claims that the* e*oal taking over tin* roads.
German armies must inevitably lie tangle* has hewn nnrave*lle*d as far as
was among its determining events.”
The i-ompemsalion fixeal as rental

crushed.

Only so can the world

be transportation is concerned, and that

was to he* based upon the* average an
The Spirit of the American Soldier
made safe for civilized human beings. the* coal mines have* latedv be*en sup nual earnings for the past three years
There are many evidences besides
plied with cars more rapidly than
R a ilro a d s Run to W i n th e W a r
and was to lie* for use*, possession, and
the recent declaration of M. Clementhey have be*e*n able* to load themi. The*
We
have
become
so
used
to
watch
control
of the property.
ceau that the American soldiers have
coal problem, he* says, will be* solved
The*
Government
representative's
struck terror into the hearts of the ing net earnings of railroads in the
if production can lie* maintained at a
now claim that these* rentals must al
Germans. One is the glimpses which last ten fateful years under misguid
high emough rate to emiploy the* cars
so cover any right for damages based
we get of the spirit of the American ed regulation of rates, that it is hard
requisitioned.
upon loss of good will through divis
soldier, as revealed by some of the to gauge results from any other view
The maintenance* of an adequate ion or diversion of traffic.
letters received.
Recently a corres point. The result in net earnings, up
coal
supply, he concludes, depends
The* Govr*rnmemt also demands that
pondent of the Evening Post sent ex to the time the Government took over
first
upon
production, which is re the
roads,
has
meant
everything
to
all
additions, improvements and ex
tracts from one of these, written by a
strieted by labor shortage aid either penses. and all extra equipment in
captain of a company in the Rainbow the hundreds of thousands of large causes hut not by lack of cars.
quired, eve'll if solely for war purpose's,
Division which helped beat back the and small investors.
All that has passed, by the passing T h e P ro b le m o f S u p p ly in g Man P o w e r none* of which may be of use to the*
attack near Rhelms in July.
This depletion of man power, te> companies when the properties are*
The Boche, he says, attacked after of the roads into Government control.
which the Director Gemeral re*fe*rs as turned back to them, shall he paid for
The
fate
of
the
investor
now
depends
a five-hour bombardment, but was
the* basis of the coal trouble*, is, in the* by the roads or charged against them,
stopped short in his tracks.
“Our upon the fairness of the Government
manufacturing and productive opera whether or not they want or need
contract
guaranteeing
returns,
with
army, under General Gouroud, stopped
out respect to present earnings of the tions of the* whole country, the* prob theon for their normal business. These*
the Boche, dead, inflicting tremendous
lem at present to be* solved. It is es improvements, purchased at present
roads.
losses, causing complete destruction
timated by the Temple's National Bank inflated prices, would, evem if usalable
But
the
results
of
operation
suc
to many batteries of his artillery, and
of Pittsburg, that present war plans show a great loss because* of such
ruining his whole plan.
* * * * cess or non-success— must now be
call for the* mobilization of man powe*r prices.
gauged
not
by
satisfactory
net
earn
W e, being a shock division, are very
e*qual to the total number of work<*rs
proud. * * * It’s just wonderful to ings covering fixed charges, dividends
The Government demiarids that in
employed in manufacturing industrie*s signing the contracts, tin* roads sign
and
upkeep,
hut
by
the
test
of
feel that our boys and our flag are
in the United State's at the* beginning
away all right to litigation in such
carrying on with a vim and a dash whether or not the roads are* doing
of 1915, and yet the volume of busi
their
very
best
in
the
way
of
trans
matte'rs.
that are simply terrorizing the Huns.
nt'ss of the* emuntry, war busiimss ami
It has raised our Nation on a crest and portation to help win the war.
donmstic
business,
is expanding
The
June
deficit
of
$58,000,01)0,
of
has made the American soldier a cool,
steadily.
all
the
railroads,
under
Government
calm fighter, who is to be feared. *
The* gradual de*pietion during the*
* * \ye have them licked and I ‘operation, becomes practically neg
c i/ s e 9
four years has beem met by longer
ligible—
of
little
importance—
com
have seen what I ha\e lived for— the
hours and wornem substitute's, in aelBoche cut down as by a scythe in pared with the question of what has
M
H
s s U
k
difion,
older men and those* out of
hand-to-hand fighting, and eventually been accomplished in the way of co
very meritorius preparation for re
active*
<*mployme*nt
have*
been
gradual
storing natural color to gray or faded hair, for remov
the rout of those who were left alive. ordinating all the facilities of all the
ing dandruff and as a hair dressing. Is not a dye.
ly worked in.
Generous sued bottles at all dealers, ready to use
His artillery galloped up, swung into roads to produce the most intensive,
when you g etit. PIIILO HAY CO. Newark, N. J.
The* depletion has beem gradual. But
efficient transportation of troops, mun
position, and was firing on us. In less
itions. war raw material and war finthan fourteen minutes it was knocked
accurate work j lshe(1 Products, and to gain in all
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
of our 75’s. He certainly planned on these the largest units of transporta
Whereas. Thomas Bell, then of Houlbeing fifteen kilometers past us that tion production for carrying on the 1011, in the County of Aroostook and
State of Maine, now deceased, by his
night, but his reserves were killed on war.
mortgage deed dated August 21, 1916,
[
This,
and
not
the
returns
in
m
f
dol
the roads and were blown to pieces.
and recorded in the Aroostook Reg
W e have killed many thousands on Ilars and cents, is the thing to he istry of Deeds in Vol. 289, Page 494,
our front and thereby gave General watched in estimating the success of conveyed to us the* undersigned, *Sam
uel Clark, Jr.. J. T. Skofield and Frank
Foch a chance to use his reserves to Government control of thee railroads,
and this, it seems now, from his re D. True, all of Portland, in the County
counter-attack.
of Cumberland and State of Maine*,
“Think of stopping such an “offen- lated conversations, has been all along as co-partners, doing business as D.
slve In a few hours. You can Imagine ^
thing uppermost in the mind ot W. True <C- Co., in said Portland, all
the effect here. The morale of the
Director General. And it is evi- that certain real estate situate in

THE BEST MEDICINE
FOR COUGHS A ND COLDS

Miss Ivy Gray, Fairview,
Kentucky, writes:

I Ever
Saw

“ I have taken Peruna, and
would say that it is the best
medicine for coughs and colds I
ever saw. I And that it alw ajra
curea a cold In a ab o rt w h ile. It
also strengthens and builds up
the system.'’

Miss Gray’s letter breathes
hope to the ailing. It is an in
spiration to the sick and infirm.

Sold E v e ry w h e re

l iq u id o r T a b le t F o rm

California Electric Generating
Company
First Mort
Due f

tge

'■) s

e m lo r 1. p.Us

P r i c e S.) a n d h t f t r e s i

D* tails on re (|m-st

Bonbright & Company
I n c o r p o r a t 'd

R. A. »S: K. L. Manning, Managers
Shawmut Bank Building, Boston
New York

Philadelphia

Chicago

Detroit

Harold P. Marsh, Representative, 15 State St.,

Bangor

GrayHair

out by the wonderfully

troops Is excellent. W hat can they be c*ence
his sound business judgment
thinking
In
Germany?
W
e
have
d
iv
-*
thaf
^Ir
McAdoo has apparently all
g In Germany?
^
,
lslons in the line and more coming all along addressed all his energy and e*xecutive thought toward this one ob
It's just great. In a short i
ject
and not toward the question of
an army going into
dollars and cents, of making ends
dash and skill as h a s,
never been seen before. W e need o n - ' m e e t in
expenditure and r e c e i p t s

.Jthe time.
^hile you will see
action, with such

'account.

jly a short while and the Hun will be 1
[on the way. He quit, damn him, when • P re se n t R ailro a d R esults No T e s t of
F u tu re
he hit our line. Those we didn’t kill j
ran, and this very night the wonder
Really, what the roads do now in
ful German staff is wondering what in the way of returns, affects the inves
Although, under the*
hell to do. W e have him on his hip tor not at all.
'and our General-in-Chief will give him endeavor to cut out unnecessary e*xanother licking before long. W e mdst pense (which is evidently not ne*gmake peace only at our terms and on leeted) and under the effect of much
higher freight rates and passenger
German soil.”
This is the spirit of the American charges (which have not yet shown
soldier which the German armies are full results) we may expect that even
[facing now, to their sorrow. One mil net returns under Government operalion five hundred thousand of him are
[already in the ranks of the Allies and
[hundreds of thousands are still swarm
ing over there. These are forming a
reassuring complement to the splendid
seasoned troops of Great Britain,
France, and Italy, and the whole mor
ale of the Allied fighting force has
teen raised to an irresistible pitch,
which nothin# can permanently with
stand.

the* town and village of said Houlton
that was convened to said Thomas Bell
by Richard S. Phillips by his deed of
warranty, dated August 9, 1904, and
recorded in the* Aroostook Registry of
Deeds, Vol. 207, Pago 404, to which
said (l(*ed and record and to dee*ds
anel records therein mentioned, ref
erence is he*re*hy made for a more par
ticular description of the real estate
thereby conve*yed.
And whereas, the condition of said
mortgage is broken. Now, therefore,
by reason of the breach of the con
dition of said mortgage, we claim a
fore*cIosure thereof and give* this no -I
tiee for that purpose.
Pate>d at Houlton, Maine, this 5th
day of September, 1918.
SAM U EL CLARK, Jr..
J. T. SKOFIELD,
FRANK I). TRUE.

Houlton Saving
^ H b U L T O N , M A IN .E

r*
Save Time and Potatoes— Money for the Farmers

BOGG S POTATO GRADER

Length of the W a r
The length of continuance of the
[war is only uncertainty. Should the
[German command, in infatuated stu-;
pidlty, elect to struggle to the last,
the w ar may continue another year,
[or even much longer.
But these sodden pigs in lust for
[plunder, and wolves in cruel thirst
for blood and destruction, have, never
theless,
cowardly sneaking traits
[when threatened with shattering de
feat and will squirm and whine for
jpeace soon in hopes to save some
(Plunder, as well as their precious
hides, from the avenging storm of
righteous extinction which is descend
ing upon them.
j
~ ' ‘The Bache Review” y

Of course you will respond to your utmost ability
by subscribing to Fourth Lberty Loan Bonds.

The law requires the grading of potatoes and this u achine
does the work
Call and see it

Houlton Trust Co.
Ho niton,Maine

JAMES S. PEABODY,
m
L » * e

B rngor St.
Houston, M aine

under
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**IMPLACABLE,”

FRANCE’S MOTTO
T o Drive Foe from Every Foot of
French 8oil le N atio n ’s W hole
Gospel
la his letter of thanks to the Paris
'Municipal Council, Gen. Foch expres3 3 ,, in a sentence
the feeling of all
jrance today:
“W e are continuing our task, implacably pursuing the enemy."
To drive the Germans out of France
— this is the whole gospel of Francein regard to the war at the present
moment. The public here is expecting
to bear of a fresh German peace offensive daily, but in no country is there
a more resolute determination to refuse even to consider the possibility
of commencing negotiations so long as
a single enemy soldier remains inside
the frontier.

Hope to Force N egotiation

BIG SACRIFICES
YET TO WIN WAR

varieties were included in the tabu
lated summary of results.
Tubers
from both sprayed and unsprayed
plots were used, but since no contra
E v e ry A dvance Means an Increased
dictory data were obtained from the
T a x on Supplies, Says A llie d E x
former only the latter are considered
p e rt
( here. Equal sized plots were barIn a group of Americans whose busivested on September 8 and October
7. As soon as dug the potatoes were ’ ness it is to go to and fro on the westput in bags, placed in a cool, dry cel-je rn front, a discussion was started by
lar. The ver>' last °* December and one asking this question of another
early in January the tubers from each i just back from the British headquarlot were carefully sorted and any ters:
which showed even the slightest signs : “ What do you think of the present
of incipient decay were rejected. The military position?”
number of pounds of potatoes from j “ i don’t see how it could be much
each plot which were apparently j better," he replied, after having been
sound at the date of harvest, the num-j.so bad three months ago. It is like
her of pounds of sound potatoes [the dawn after pitch darkness.
The
found about January 1. and the per-!allies are attacking on a broad front,
centage of tubers which had remain-1 affording freedom of manoeuvres. In
ed sound were recorded. The last ! effect, it is three or four ‘attaques
mentioned tigures present in concise brusques,’ each co-ordinating with the
form the lesson learned from these other.
experiments.
Created O p p o r tu n ity f o r Foch

Mention of winter gave the cue for (we have. Otherwise we may drift incomment from an entirely different |to a permanent state of war, which
viewpoint, which dealt with topics bet will be much more costly In human
ter understood by the speaker than life than a supreme effort in 1919.”
perhaps any other man over here.
B ig g e r Sacrifices to Come

“ What you say is all true, but you
must not forget one thing- the people
back of the line in all the allied coun
tries are going to be called upon for
bigger sacrifices because of the suc
cess of our soldiers.
Did you ever
stop to think that every mile we drive
the German back increases the tax up
on our supplies? The further the Ger
man retreat, the more miles of rail
roads we are required to build in or
der to hit him. The further hack he
goes the more material we will have
to ship across the Atlantic-.
"The world is doing a wonderful job
in shipbuilding. In a year or two we
will get full results. We are getting
some* of the results now. That great
American in Europe in 1919 will be an
army with its base JODI.) miles away.
That army will need ships, ships, and
still more* ships. These ships will have*
to com*1 from every non-essential
trade, yes from some trade* heretofore
deemed essential. It is all right to
cheer the* boys who are dying at the
front.; but are we willing to do with
out sugar, or even tea or coffee, in
order to give tin* soldier adequate pro
tection and complete supplies?

The average of the 4 early varieties
“ There’s this difference as compar
No doubt is felt here that the Ger
mans now realize that victory is abso gave, on January 1. 39 per cent sound ed with similar attacks in the past.
lutely impossible and that they are for those dug on September 8 and St) The Germans, in .March and in the
continuing the fighting solely with the per cent sound for those dug on Octo- subsequent offensives, were obliged to
hope of being able to force the allies her 7. For the 4 later varieties these organize elaborately one big move
to meet them at the peace table before figures were 4N and 91 per cent res- ment and to fling their whole mass up
they have been forced to relinquish pectively.
The combined results for on a selected point in our line.
The
their grasp on the last foot of France both the early and later varieties initial momentum was grimiest, and
south of the frontier.
taken together showed that on Janu- as the movement proceeded it gradual
Everybody realizes what an immense ary 1 only 43 per cent of the early dug ly lost force. Therefore, unless it was
asset it would be for the qnemy to be potatoes remained sound while 88 per immediately successful in breaking
M u st P u t in A ll We Have
able to negotiate while still in posses- cent of those harvested later were in through, it was necessary to pause and
"Foch, Pershing. Haig. Detain and
sion of even the smallest portion of perfect condition.
reorganize another offensive, requiring Diaz, and all the officers and men un
France. For this reason, among others.
p rom the standpoint of the practi- many weeks.
der them, have done and are doing all
“ Thus, the Germans spent
their that could be asked. Are the civilian
Fr6nch opinion has received with in- cai farmer these figures are still more
tense
satisfaction
the
statements striking if the percentages are calcu- force* and cieated an opportunit> t<n |populations in all the allied countries
cabled from Washington that there can jate(i wn a different basis.
Those Foch to mount a counter-offensive, j g o in g t o b a ( .k the soldiers up? If the
be no negotiation of any kind with the gjven represent the amount of loss \\hich, beginning in action on a single j resujt ()f our g reat military success is
enemy but that the war must continue between date of digging and January fiont. should widen out into a generally, mean slackening of sacrifices at
until Germany is driven to capitulate i which occurred with potatoes which attack coveiing a laige portion of the j jlollle the additional miles of territory
without conditions or reserve.
were apparently sound when harvest- whole fiont.
This offensive is now j we have* taken will have been dearly
The French are entirely in agree- ed. Obviously they cannot take into proceeding. It is a steady, business- j)0Ught. If we want to win this war
ment with what appears to be a grow- consideration any rot which occurred like affair, with pressure applied first [ in 1919 Engian(i and France must kill
ing American sentiment that the first jn the soil previous to digging, which at one point, then at another, in ac- their cattle and must live upon their j
duty of the allies is the chastisement might be of considerable amount in the cordance with the general
plan, and Htorks to an extent they have never
of Germany for her long list of crimes case 0f those last dug, which gave the nowhere requiring ruthless expendiheretofore done, and America must do
against humanity and that whenever mOHt favorable results in storage. I)o|ture of men and materials,
without non-essential imports to an exthe time comes for the nations to sit the figures show' that the net result
"As in a typical ‘attiqm
bi usque, tent that she has not heretofore
at the peace table the German people {n S()und potatoes on January 1 is Foch isn’t hurrying great masses in a dreamed of.
must be brought before it as suppli- equally favorable to later digging? A frontal assault, but mainly employs
“ Germany is the only country that
ants pleading for mercy and in no comparison of these figures shows that out-flanking tactics. Weak spots are bas pUt evervthing it had into this]
shape or form as honorable foes ready this is most emphatically the case. On picked out and carried, and the chief war. If we want to wind up the war
and willing to settle a quarrel with January 1 the total weight of sound results may show- on some other front in 1919, we’ve got to put in everything
antagonists whom she regards equally potatoes remaining from the early dug : many miles distant, where flanks are
blameworthy with herself.
early potatoes was only about
per uncovered and brought under artillery
W hat is strongly felt in many quar- cent of the quantity of tubers in like [fire,
ters here is that the time has come condition still on hand from an equal
“ The Vesle retirement is a good ilfor the allies to get together and make Sjzed plot dug on the later date.
A j lustration of the effectiveness of this
:B U Y :
some more definite pronouncement ijm e better showing was made in the [method. To have driven the enemy
than hitherto has been made as to the case 0f the late varieties but here back from the Vesle plateau by direct
nature of the chastisement that Ger- the net results on January 1 obtained •assault would have
needlessly sacrim&ny must undergo.
from the early digging were only^iced thousands of French and AmeriWhat has had far more effect on aj)0ut 50 per cent of that secured from can soldiers. Foch is like an engineer
W A R S A V IN G S S T A M P S
working at a great switchboard, the
French opinion than official expres- the delayed harvesting.
IS S U E D B Y T H E
U N IT E D S T A T E S
sions is the declaration made by 600,rpbe experiments at Vermont w \ ... wires of which are in all directions.

j

U. S. TROOPS GUARD
PARIS IN DEATH

there is pinned a card showing that
some woman has vowed the grave
never shall be without a wreath or
vase of flowers.
Some of the floral
pieces are of elaborate workmanship.
From the slopes of Valerian the
beautiful panorama of the Paris reg
ion spreads out, for the imposing hill
is one of the most effective defences
of the city.
Visitors have said it
seemed to them that even in death
the young Americans are standing
guard over the Paris they died to pro
tect. The oldest grave in the ceme
tery is that of Priv. Bought of the
P»2d infantry, who died March 26,
last. Most of the plates tacked to the
wooden crosses bear more recent
dates, however, and the majority say
the soldier lying there belonged to
the marine corps.

Upon the eastern slope of Mount
Valerian are buried the 280 American
soldiers who have died in Paris hos
pitals. although the cemetery has been
in use only three months it is sought
out by American visitors and the
graves, marked by the intertwined col
ors of the two republics, are constant
ly decorated with flowers.
Not content with adopting as god
sons the American soldiers who return
to Paris on furloughs, French mothers
whose sons have died that liberty
might live have adopted the boys from
“ Mort pour la patrie." read the In
the United States even in death. To
each little cross on Mount Valerian scriptions.

1c71
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R if le s and Cartridges
B ig G

m :

fo r Shooting R ig h t

L^P tKe right spirit burning — the good American pioneer
s p i r i t — and get some wholesome recreation and some game for
your table, w ith a Remington UMC big game rifle and cartridges.

K

YV ith a Remington UMC Autoloading or Slide Action Repeater in
your hands, loaded w ith Remington UMC Cartridges, when your
well earned chance comes to bag that big buck you w ill he prepared
to shoot right.
N o bolt or lever to blindly (r i b and w ild ly yank— your band* atay right in shoot
ing position. Easy to (boot because fit, balance and sights are right. A n d baa tbs
speed, the accuracy and tbe punch to do its w ork quick and clean.
There is not a single behind-the-times model or out-of-date feature in tb«
Remington U M C line o f big game rifle,. T h ey are tbe leaders— leadership backed by
the Grand Prizegold medaT. bigbest possible o f honors. "F o r modern Firearms and
Ammunition, awarded to Remington U M C at the San Francisco Exposition.
S o il hy S fa rtin g Goodt D t a ltr t ,'n Y o u r Community

THE REM IN G TO N A R M S U N IO N METALLIC
CARTRIDGE CO M PANY, Inc.
Largest M a n u fa ctu rers o f Firearm * and A m m u nition in the W o r U
W O O LW O RTH

B U IL D IN G

N E W Y O R K C IT Y

j

j

W. S. S.

000 British seamen of a drastic boy- carried out independently and with- A l,lltton pushed here,
and a switch
cott on Germany for a fixed period QUt any
knowledge
of what was
being thrown there, and thepower is
that shall be extended in exact pro- done jn Maine
This makes the uni. livered
..............................
where it is most effective
portion to the time during which Ger- fomIty of the results and the concluSteady S tre a m of A m e ric a n s

de-

AM) WIN THE WAR

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

ging. The third year the final sorting (‘an be further drawn on. Then there’s j Libelant, that by reason of said cruel
was made on November 5, or about 6 always the steady stream of American!and abusive treatment your Libelant

weeks after the last harvesting date,
It is sufficient to say. without givThe Influence o f th e Date o f D igging i j ng the detailed figures that the resuits obtained in Vermont from 3 sueUpon A m ount of Decay in Storage
eessive years of work are entirely in
Each year there are more or less
accord with those recorded above for
potatoes that are Infected from the
Maine. Based on this work the fol

late blight fungus with the speres
lowing recommendation was formula
that produce potato rot.
And the
ted as applicable to Vermont condi
question of the best time of digging tions.
the tubers so as to have a minimum
“ When potato tops have been killed
loss from decay in storage comes up
by the late blight fungus and there is
to the grower. Even In years like the
consequent danger of rot of the tub
present when there is only a limited
ers. do not dig them until a week or
amount of blight in the State, the
more after the tops were killed. A
Maine Agricultural Experiment
Sta
longer
delay will do no harm.
With
tion
receives
numerous inquiries
late varieties, where the progress of
whether it would be wise to dig the
the disease is slow, do not begin dig
crop as soon as the rot begins to show
ging until the third week in SeptemIn the field or whether it would be bet
j her at the earliest, ahd it' practicable
ter to wait until later.
,
wait until the tops are killed by
Seme years ago the Director of this '
frost.”
Station carried out some experiments!
It is recognized that this recommento determine the influence of the date
■of digging upon the development of j flation cannot be applied literally in
rot. About the same time the Patho-1 *be case of the northern portions of
loglst assisted in conducting similar j Maine where hard frosts may come
experiments in the neighboring State i ear^’ an(l Potatoes must be removed
of Vermont where climatic and so ll.^e^ore they come, hut for the southern
conditions are very similar.
lPart of the State it is fully as appliI " Maine 9 different varieties were j cable as to the State of Vermont
used in the experiment, but for the
aake of comparison 4 early and 4 late

j

and

WOOD

GOVERNM ENT.

many persists in continuing her hope- sions derived in the two different
“ And we’ve only just started,” obless struggle against the rest of the s^ates au tJie more
striking and
valuserved another member of thegroup,
world. This, it is felt, is something aj} je
“ Our movement is onthe crescendo j
concrete, definite and easily under
In Vermont the work was carried on S(a^e- We \ e got troops for the pre-!
stood.
for 3 successive seasons,
under vary- sent j ° bW e ’ve
got replacement To the Hon. Justice of the
Supreme
Why, it is asked, do not the allies
ing conditions each year.’
One season tro°I)S behind. • W e ’ve got material to [ f udi(;ial (,° urt- " ext t0 ]>e held at
•
W e ’ve Pnt a hiVhHoulton, in the County of Aroostook
now state plainly to the world the pun mg i-uuui
the potatoes were dug on
4 different K( t P tntmgoing, u c v t got a high |
and g tate (5f Blaine;
ishment they intend to inflict on Ger
dates, another on 5 and another on 6, command to furnish strategy. We v e j
Mary A. Goodhue of Fort Fairfield
many so that proposals may be dis
;spect, at equal intervals from the last of An- got arm-v commanders who know their in said County of Aroostook, res
cussed by public opinion In each|gust (j|| the |a8‘ of Septemi)er. 0 t,e business, and we’ve got competent of- fu” y.represents tha_ on the 13th day
country and the public minds prepar
season a slng.e variety on a single fleers, from division comtnantlers down ,“
ed with more or less definite proposals
farm was employed, the next two or 3
P^toon commanders. In addition |w i ll i am Goodhue then a resident of j
when Germany decides to throw up
varieties on 5 different farms, and the
these troops, we ve got at last real j said Washburn, by D. M. Story, a Jus-1
the sponge?
third 6 varieties grown on the same reserves and an army of manoeuvre. 1fjee^ of.the Peace that ever since said |
Such a pronouncement would not in
,
the lark n f ivhiph aimn«t
n« the time, she has conducted herself tofield. While the harvesting dates in he Ia(*
of whi^h almost cost us the , wards saJd Llbele? as a faithful, true
terfere with a vigorous prosecution of
Vermont were more numerous the vvai a
months ago, and which will and affectionate wife but that said
the war and would have a more posi
storage test was not carried on so long alh)w Foch to contiact or expand his Libelee, regardless of his marriage
tive Influence on the enemy plans than
The first two seasons the experiment front at will.
covenant and duty, from the time of
his said marriage was guilty of cruel
whole series of victories in the pre- The first two seasons the experiment
was closed at the date of the final dig0ur resources are still intact, a ndland abusive treatment of your said
nent stage of the war.

POTATO ROT

COAL

soldiers coming, coming, coming. We ^ l e e T o f a ^ T h e ^ l s ? * d a y ^ t
(an use our Piesent strength fearless- August 1916, which separation has
ly intheso few weeksof favorable
j continued up to the filing of this libel
That
vveatber and then go through the win. your Libelant has made dilibut that the residence of
ter knowing vve wiH be still stronger ; {d ^ jbejee jis unknown to your Libelwhen spring opens.’
: ant, and cannot be ascertained by rea
j sonable diligence. That there is no
collusion between them to obtain a
[divorce; but that your Libelant be] lieves that said bonds of matrimony
j ought to be dissolved, wherefore she
tpravs that a divorce mav be decreed,
j
(Signed) M A RY A. GOODHUE
j Signed and sworn to before me this
! 10th dav of September, 191S
; (L. s.)
1
(Signed) Herbert T. Powers
!
Notary Public.
' (L. S.)
AROOSTOOK, ss
Supreme Judicial Court.
September Terjn. 1918
Positive— Convincing Proof
In this action it is ordered by the
W e publish the formula of Vinol court that notice be given said Libel
to prove convincingly that it has the ee, by publishing the libel and this
power to create strength.
order of court three successive weeks
D Cod Liver and Beef Peptones, Iron
in the HOULTON TIMES a news
7 and Manganese Peptonates, Iron and
paper printed and published at Houl
Ammonium Citrate, Lime and Soda
ton in said County of Aroostook, the
Glycerophosphates, Cascarin.
Any woman who buys a bottle of last publication to be at least thirty
Vinol for a weak, run-down, nervous days before the next term of this
condition and finds after giving it a t,)urt in said County of Aroostook to
( a\T trjaj
d id 'n o t* h e lp 5*he^ wiU ,)e ^eld at Houlton, in said county, on
have her money returned.
; the third Tuesday of November, 1918;
Y ou see, there is no guess work 1thal
may
an(L there appear
about isV^
in
Attest*

VINOLM
AKES
W
EAKW
OM
EN

WOOD: Hard and soft wood, quality
and measure guaranteed.
Special:
Hodgdon Slab Wood $7.60 it 4 ft.,
length, $8.50 in 16 in. length.
COAL: Best Canadian soft coal in car
load lots or less.

J. F. Jackins
C o m m is s io n M e r c h a n t
Phone 196-W

.. .

H am ilton-B urnham Block

M ain .S treet.

WRtGlftt

( ’ HAS. I). WOODS,

run-down, overworked, nervous m en '
Walter B. Clark. Deputy Clerk
Director, and women and for feeble old people of the SuPreme Judicial Court
libel and order of
and delicate children.
T ry it once I A UT
copy
and be convinced.
court thereon.
H A T H E W A Y DRUG C O M P A N Y
Attest:

Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
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We will win this war—
Nothing else really matters until we do!

The Flavor Lasts

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1918

SURROUNDING

TOWNS

son,
with her in the
Maurice, at Camp Devens.
W e d d in g Bells are ringing.
1 A large attendance of Red Cross
Linneus has 22 young men in the
workers is requested to meet at the
" s e rv ic e .”
sewing rooms on Thursday afternoon
Mr. Archie Brown of Hodgdon was
as 100 comfort bags must be finished
in town Sunday.
by Oct. 15.
Mr. Ernest Adams lost a valuable
work horse last Saturday night.
i
n Y F R RROOK
Mrs. Mary Scofield of Fredericton,1
DTfcK BRUUh
N. B. is visiting friends in town.
; Mrs. Frances Drew is in Hartlaiul
Mr. Hollis Adams is in the Madigan visiting Mrs. F. Curtis.
Hospital in Houlton for treatment.
j Miss Eva Cvr of Presque Isle is tin;
Harry Sawyer has gone in the guest of Mrs. F. O. Crock,
woods near Ashland to do blacksmithSeveral of the business men from
lug.
this section were in Houlton Saturday.
Mrs. Drulsllla Outhouse of Sherman,
Mrs. W. F. Ellis went to Westfield
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. James Saturday to visit her daughter, Mrs.

LINNEUS

G. Bither.
E. E. Osborn.
Mrs. Chas. Stanley and two sons,
The rain has been a great damage
Lance and Royce, went to Lincoln
to several farmers, as a great many
last Friday for a visit with relatives.
were not through harvesting.
Miss Beatrice McDunnah is spend
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Drew were up
ing the week in Patten with Mr, and
to Moro, the guests of Mrs. Drew’s
Mrs. Ray Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth of Oak- ‘ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Palmer,

H a v in g a Good T im e

A P e rfe c t E ve n in g Spoiled

What constitutes recreation de
pends, of course, on the point of view.
Here is that of a certain small citizen
in a school for dependent children.

“ isn't it glorious here?" she ex
claimed when the waiter had taken
their orders.
"Do you think so?" he replied.
“ It’s perfectly lovely.
Everything
is in such beautiful harmony the
fountain, the trees, the swaying lan
terns, the music— everything is ideal.
It's like Fairyland.”
" I ’m glad you like it.”
" I ’m simply enchanted. Doesn’t it
make you feel as if you had stepped
out of the every-day world into some
thing strange and new?”

He wrote to his father thus:

"W e are having a good time here
now. Mr. Jones broke his leg and
can’t work. We went on a picnic and
it rained and we all got wet.
Many
children here are sick with mumps.
Mr. Smith fell off of the wagon and
broke his ribs, but he can work a
little. The man that is digging the
deep well whipped us hoys with a bug
"Not a bit."
gy whip because we threw sand in his
"What's the matter?
You don't
machine, and made black and blue
marks on it.
Harry cut his finger seem to he enjoying yourself."
badly. We are all very happy."
"My boss is sitting at the third
table over there at your left, and I can
tell by his look that he’s wondering
B A N K R U P T ’ 8 P E T I T I O N FOR
how 1 can afford to blow myself at a
D IS C H A R G E
place like this."

A telegram was received Thursday,
that Harold Hughes who enlisted in
Co L has been severly wounded, he
was a boy from this town and had only j ust got out from the hospital after

^er

being wounded once before.

that all known credito rs and other p e r 

"Because we have no other country sons, in interest, m ay appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
where they can he exploited. England they have, why the p ra ye r o f said peti
tioner should nut be granted.
has America.”
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
D IS C H A R G E
In the m a tte r o f
|
A illiani E. Ad am s
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt
T o the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court o f the United States for
the District of Maine.
U lL L r .\ .\ f

in

the

E.

county

A DA.MS
of
Cary
of
Aroostook,
and

And it Is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d b y t h e C o u r t ,
That the Deputy Clerk shall send b y
mail to all known creditors copies o f s a id
petition
and this order, addressed to
them
at their places of residence as
Mated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at B angor in the North ern D ivi-ioii of said District, on the 21st day of
Septemher, A. D. 1918.
(L . S )
W I L L I A M M. W A R R E N ,
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy o f petition and order thereon
A tt e s t: W I L L I A N M. W A R R E N ,

State of Maine, in said District respect

fully represents, that on the 9nd dav
of
May,
last
past,
be
was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of

Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Coutt
touching his bankruptcy.
W h e re fo re he p ra y s , That he may lie
In the matter of
|
decreed by the Court to have a full disH erm an Runclstnnn
In Bankruptcy
charle from all debts provable against
N otice of F ir s t M eeting of C re dito rs
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
To the Hon. Clarenoe Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for In th-e District Court of the United States except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
the District of Maine.
for the N orthern Division of the DisDated this sixteenth day of July, 1918
H E I i M n X K l ’ N’ P STIto .M of Mapletnn
triet o f Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
1918.
W I L L I A M E. A D A M S
in
the County of Aroostook,
and In the m atte r of
,
In Bankruptcy
State of Maine, in said District respect L y m a n II. Drake
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
YOUR FUTUR E is what you make it.
also doing business un
fully represents, that <>n the 29th day
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss If you are ambitious, you can make it
der the name of Aroo s-

NOW OPEN AN READY
FOR YOU

field attended M. E. services here last
Mr. Thomas McNelly and family, o f September. last past, lie was duly too Spring W a t e r B o t t 
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Sunday afternoon.
Houlion, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that ling Work s
Bankrupt. '
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Bliss and daugh- Geo. Shields, a few days last week,
he has duly surrendered all his property
ter, Helen, of Houlton, attended services here last Sunday.
Born in the Madigan Hospital, Houlton, to the wife of Mr. Clinton Merrow, a baby boy Thursday, Septem-

of Nov. A. D. 1918, before said
Court
at
B angor in said District, Northern

T h e Reason W h y

"W hy is it, do you suppose, we do Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon;
not produce any good literary men, as and that notice th ereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspap er printed
they do in England?"
in said District, N orthern Division, and

and rights of property, and has t fully
complied with all the requirements of
said AotB and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
i decreed by the Court to have a full dls-

His many his estate under said bankruptcy

Acts,

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bither re- friends are sorry to hear of his mis- except such debts as are excepted by
ceived a card last week from their fortune,
law from such discharge.
Dated this 18th day September, A. D.
son, Dean Bither, of his safe arrival
________ ____
1918.
over seas.
I l K K M i >.\ U I 'X D S T K O M
Mr. Roy Adams arrived Friday
Bankrupt.
Walter D. Berry leaves Friday for
night from Boston, where he is train
Colby College.
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
ing in Wentworth Institute, returning
Master Lewis White and Halsted ! District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
on Monday.
j ( >n this 21st day <<1 September, A. D.
Jenkins w^re on the sick list last ! 1918, on reading the foregoing petition,
Messrs. Asa and Herbert Adams,
it is—
Harry Bither, Harley Stewart autoed week.
Dorothy, little daughter of Mr. and j O r d e r e d b y t h e C o u r t , That a hearing
to Crystal, Saturday to spend Sunday
H i e bad upon the same mi the 1st day
Mrs. Chas. Porter who has been ill is ml' Nov. A. D. 19 18, b e f o r e said Court
■with Ollan Adams and family.
' at Banger in said District, Northern
Linneus Red Cross Auxiliary sent much better.
to Houlton on Monday, the following
Mrs. Catherine Horn1 of Dexter who Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
1and that notice thereof be published in
articles, 17 pairs of stockings, 11 prs. has been visiting at R. E. Hone’s left i the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
of bed socks and 10 hospital shirts. Friday for Presque Isle.
I in said District, Northern Division, and
Mr. John McGary who came home | Friends of Ellery Watson who has ! that all known creditors and other peron a furlough from Camp Devens, is been ill at Camp Devens, will he glad I sons in interest, may appear at the said
! time and place, and show cause, if any
very sick with pneumonia at the to know ho is out of danger.
|they have, why the prayer of said petihome of his mother, Mrs. Kate Me
All of the schools except in the I tioner should not be granted,
i A n d It Is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d b y t h e C o u r t ,
Gary.
Harrigan and Henderson districts will I That the Deputy Clerk shall send by
Mrs. James G. Bither went to Pres
commences Monday. Oct. 14, 1918.
j mail to all known creditors copies of said
que Isle last Saturday accompanied
|petition and this order, addressed to
Mrs.
Mark
Gray
of
Portsmouth.
N.
by her nephew, Mr. Willie Outhouse
|them at their places of residence as
H. arrived Wednesday for a visit with I stated.
and attended the wedding of a cousin.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wol- | Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Miss Blanche Ackley, on Tuesday.
|Judge of the said Court, and the seal
verton.
Messrs. Averill Byron and Wendell
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern DiviMr. Joseph Hogan and family of I simi of said District, *-n tin- -1st day of
Ruth are home for a few days on a
furlough. They belong to the Navy Houlton are spending a week with |September. A. D. 191*.
(L. S.)
W IL L IA M M. W AR R EN ,
and have made 2 trips over seas, re Mrs. Hogan’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Deputy Clerk.
L.
F.
Hall.
turned to Portsmouth, N. H. this W ed
|A true copy of petition and order thereon
nesday.
! Mrs. Don Bubar and little daughter, 1
Attest: W IL L IA M M. W A R R E N ,

LITTLETON

bn this 91st clay of

.September,

A.

D.

1918, on reading the foregoing petition, a SUCCESS by taking a course
it is—
study with us. Write or phone.

Ordered by the C o u rt,
T o the
litors of said
L y m an
H he had upon the same
Moulton
in
the
county
1>rn ke
i
and District
aforesaid,
of Aroostook,
b an k ru p t.
N otic e is her ■by given that on the 91st
day o f Sept. A. D. 191.8 the said L y m an
H. I 'rake as ah i said was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the first m ee tin g of
j creditors will be held at the office of
-Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on the 19th
'd a y of tictoher. A. D. 1918 at 10.(in o'clock
in the forenoon at which time the said
'c reditors m ay attend, pro ve their claims,
'appoint a trustee, exam ine the bankirupt and transact such other business as
may properly come b efore said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, Sept. 91st 191*.

T h a t a hearing
mi the 1st day

O. A. H O D G IN S , P rin., H o u lto n , Me.

EL-WIN L. VAIL,
R e fe re e in Bankruptcy.

J

Married in Woodstock. N. B. Friday (Muriel, returned Wednesday from Dan
September 20th, Mr. Wendell Ruth forth where she has been visiting her
and Miss Doris Ruth.
Hearty con parents, ATr. and Mrs. Frank Smart.
gratulations for this young couple.
The regular meeting of Littleton
Mr. Ruth returns to his work in the Grange was held on Saturday even
Navy on Wednesday.
ing, 5 candidates won' instructed in
Mr. Willie E. Outhouse of U. S. S. the 3rd and 4th degrees and 1 applica
Leviatham from New \ork City came ^j()n
for membership received
nt 1
Friday for a short furlough to visit
Mr. Smith, field director for the N.
his grandmother, Mrs. Outhouse, and
E. Div. of the American Red Cross,
his aunt, Mrs. Janies G. Bither.
Mr.
gave a very helpful talk to the mem
Outhouse is from Coalings, California,
bers of the Littleton branch on Thurs
he enlisted in the Navy one year ago.
day P. M. at their regular meeting.
Mr. Darcey Henderson of this place
Mrs. Putnam, See. of the Houlton
and Miss Leah Adams of Patten were
Chapter, Miss Peabody, representing
married Sunday morning, September
the Home Service work and Mrs. June
22nd, at the parsonage, by Rev. Mrs.
Dunn, were present and gave instruc
Florence Carver. Many friends offer
tions in the work.
congratulations. A Sunday wedding
Thursday evening at 8 o’clock at
dinner and oyster stew serenade was
the
Grange Hall, members of the F.
held at the home of the parents, Mr.
B.
Church
and other friends in L iftleand Mrs. James Henderson.
A family reunion was held at the ton
^old a farewell party for the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams Rev. H. H. Cosman who finishes his
on Sunday for Roy Adams who was labors with the F. B. Church next
home on a furlough for a few days. Sunday. Each will bring an offering
Mrs. W illie Bragan and 3 children, and it is hoped that a good donation
Refreshments of
Mr. and Mrs. James Bragan of Houl will be received.
•hes, cake
cake and
an
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Horace Bragan of sandwiches,
coffee will be
New Limerick, Mr. and Mrs. Earl served.
Adams from Ludlow, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Adams from Patten, Mr. and Mrs.
Deputy Clerk.
B A N K R U P T ' S P E T I T I O N FOR
Justice Adams and Lewis Adams, Mr.
D IS C H A R G E
and Mrs. Fred Raymond of Oakfield,
In the matter of
!
Mr. Geo. Adams and family and Mr.
Frank E. Rundstrom
In Bankruptcy
and Mrs. Lester Adams and Miss
Bankrupt. !
Beatrice McDunnah, a pleasant day To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
spent together.

the District of Maine.
FR A N K E. RUNDSTROM, of Mapleton
HODGDON
in
the
County of Aroostook,
and
Mrs. Ray Alward has returned from State of Maine, in said District respect
fully represents, that on the 28th das'
visiting at Portage, Me.
.
. .,
. of September, last past, he was dulv
Mrs. Pike of California, is the gue. adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
O f her niece, Mrs. Alston Royal.
Congress relating to Bankruptcy;
that
Rev. E. S. Drew and wife have re- he has duly surrendered a 1 his property

turned to their

home at

Searsport,

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Briggs of
Houlton were calling on friends here
Sunday
_

j

.

„ „ * * oq*u «

Sunday evening, Sept. 29th a servic
F lag program will be given at the
Methodist Church.
...

..

,

T

.

.

,» , „

. S * 1*® ° f p™p*rty-

.

, !

frank

e

.

rundstro m

Bankrupt.

O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N

Miss Natalie Meyers has accepted , Dlstrict of Maine Northern Division, ss
a position as book-keeper for B. S.
On this 21st day of September, A . D.
j 1918, on reading the foregoing petition,
Green of Houlton, Me.
Mrs. Mary Smith o f Bridgewater, j O r d e r e d b y t h e C o u r t , That a hearing
Me., was the guest last week, of Mr. be had upon the same on the 1st day
of Nov. A. D. 1918, before said Court
and Mrs. Bert Ingraham.

at Bangor In said District, Northern
Evangelistic services will be held Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
at the M. E. Church, beginning Oct. and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
6th, by Rev. Felix Powell.
, „ T. 1A
, .... .
- in said District, Northern Division, and
Mrs.Morris White and children of thju all known creditors and other perSmyrna Mills, were week end guests sons in interest, may appear at the said
of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Moore.
antl place, and show cause, if any
.
,
! they have, why the prayer of said petiMr. and Mrs. Bert Ingraham and dinner should not be granted,

their guest, Mrs. Smith, were guests A n d I t Is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d b y t h e C o u r t ,
relatives at New Limerick, Sunday. ] That the Deputy Clerk shall send by

Of

^

_

„„

—
—,

...mall t o all known creditors copies of said
George M. Benn,Verner Sterritt |Petltion
and thls order> * d<jressed to
and Blynn Hunter will attend the M. them at their places of residence as

X. Convention at Brewer, Me., th is . stated.
Miss Leila Gordon of Caribou, who
has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Shirley Benn, has gone to Bridgewat
er to teach school.

Friends here of Mrs. Helen

O’Donnell

of

Houlton,

Reed
sympathize

or to take regular hydrometer
readings or to do lots of little
things that, if omitted, lead to real
trouble.
W hy not run your car around
to us once or twice a month for
Battery Inspection— Iwep your
battery in good operating con
dition and assure the long eco
nomical service a good battery—
especially a Gould— will give"*

OAKFIELD

S quare-D eal Repair
Service for any battery
regardless o f make.

W e have the av'enev for

FISK AUTO TIRES
and

Maximum Inner Tubes
Best on the market.
W e carry
the best grades of Oils and Grease.
When yon want the best call and
see us.
.
.
.
.
.

L. A. BARKER CO.

H O U L T O N B A T T E R Y S E R V IC E CO.
A u to Row, B a n g o r St.

O AK FIE LD

SELECTED

WHITE

CHESTER

PIGS
4 to 6 w e e k s old —$6.00 ea c h

SEARS ISLAND FARM
S e a rs p o rt.

M a in e

Serve by Saving—Lengthen
theTime Between Purchases

fulIy

complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
i decreed by the Court to have a full discharge from all debts provable against
^Is estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
ilaw from «uch discharge.
I Dated this 18th day September, A. r>.

Miss Marion Ingraham and Miss 1918
Bessie W iggln will enter Houlton!
High School Sept. 30th.
.

”nd has

is easy to neglect a good
F
to fail to put in water
1 battery—
be

Deputy Clerk

Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
[judge of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi'-s,on of
District, on the 2ist day of
September, A. D. 1918.
(L. S.)
W IL L IA M M. W A R R E N ,
Deputy Clerk.
j ^ true ©°Py of petition and order thereon
Attest: W IL L IA N M. W A R R E N ,
Deputy Clerk.

Life
In suran ce
Uncle Sam says $10,000 for his sold
iers and sailors, many of them with
out dependents. What about you, Mr.
Family Man, with only one or two
thousand of Life Insurance, some few
without anv?
T h in k

it

o ve r— In f o r m a t io n
-

F u rn is h e d

Block

— ------

HOULTON.

Phone

343-11

MAINE

-------------

Special Agent
NEW

vestment for you. They
wear long; they con
serve you r m oney.
They keep you look
ing your best.

A V E you seen the new Collegian Nockabouts—warm, roomy overcoats that save
you one dollar of every five?

G la d ly

-------

N. C. E S T A B R O O K
Frisbie

ities than ordinary usage would require.
This, combined with
their superior materials
and style, makes Adler
Collegian clothes a
worthy war-time in

ENGLAND
MUTUAL
L IF E
I N S U R A N C E CO.
Boston,
Mass.

of

A d le r© )(T o tl$
S m a rt S t v l c s ^ ^ j ^ M c i v o f \7io70

Prices just those that you like to pay

H o u lt o n G r a n g e
S to re

